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WHERE

ARE WE? There

are plenty of reasons to wond " W mer. And even more,

perhaps, to ask why we don't won

der mor»e

ually rely upon to situate ourselves are so
astray. Most of the time we wou

often. Especially since the re I ference points we habitany and so easily mistaken for I others bound to lead us

Id just as soon pretend that W.JL. e are sure of our sur

roundings, and, so, sure of ourselves and who we are. Rather that than pose the simple questions that
might abruptly shatter the illusion of dependable normalcy.

| The decision to enter unfamiliar ter

ritory means accepting the possibility, perhaps the probability, of losing our way. Travelers relish this
state but moy

st of us, even those who dre m

am of foreign places, are cautious about strik

ing out on ^^our own — though getting lost in aB rmchair revery can be dangerous as well. Sometimes
the decision to v^^

nture forth is made for us, an Id we wander about, unaware of our jeopardy. Plans

fo r going

'here" misfire and we end,

up "there,"or nowhere that we know. The

classic fable of thus being transplanted without warning is The Wizardof Oz. When Dorothy tells her
companion Toto in a quavering voice, I have a feeling we're not in Kansas anymore," her combined
apprehension and anticipation hit a sympathetic but similarly ambivalent chord in the majority of
listeners. J Paral^^^^^^^^el worlds like Oz serve double duty.
crystalize aspects
home.

By whi^ch

of our^own,

comment o A n and

all the while reassuring us that tr^uly

is meaWnt the places whose rules we instinctiv^ely

and endorse. But^^^B^^what

"there's no plac/^klike
understand, he /

of allegorical worlds that do not

%ed,

[y ref JL. lect

ours, worlds that cannot be reconciled to what we take for granted at "home"? Moreover, what
happens when one steps outside one's usual environment, only to find that one cannot go back, or
that once back nothing seems the same? The furniture has been moved, and the memory of its orig'inal configuration blurred." m ' Every th^^^^mg
with s I lightly off

is off— slightly or drastically—

the most disconcerting I of all po^ ssibilities^k | Art may correct or heighten

this se| nse of disorientation; in either case | it transp^orts

us. T M hat, at least, is the deeply though

le, and it^^^^^^

is far from inconsequential. To be

moved by art is to be lifted out of one's usual circumstances and taken out of oneself, the better to
look back upon the place one has departed and the limited identity one has left behind. With or
without metaphysics, and for however brief a moment it lasts, this state may be fairly called
transcendence. But where are we th"

em

'The museum is the modern

paradigm of

such worlds apart. For some, its li^^koom

Is enclose a higher spiritual reg^^ion,

in which case

claims of transcendence may take on I expli^^ij

tly religiousconnotations. These sp^^

re and special

precincts constitute a model for an

ise unachievable human orde J^^^^rliness,

otherv^

as well

9
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as the site for rituals of meditation and adoration. Housing
altarsto pure intent and certain "quality," they are the unclut
tered shrines for art's contemplation. To this way of think
ing, art is both vehicle and destination, with the museum a
protected and protective domain in which the transposition
takes place. Even when conceived of in entirely secular or
materialist ways, the museum as sanctuary exists in defiance
of the flux outside its walls.
Design variants of the museum and the gallery— which
havebecome virtually interchangeable— are several,but near
ly all revert to what Brian O'Doherty once and for all tagged
the White Cube. This austere box is the essential architec
ture for essentialist painting and sculpture. A three-dimen
sional pop-up version of nonobjective painting's purest
two-dimensional examples, the White Cube is a container
perfectlymodeled upon the White (or otherwise flatly paint
ed) Squares it was destined to contain. There, an ideally
disinterested viewer confronts
ROBERT
autonomous objects whose runetion is to focus the troubled mind. Extreme contingencies

major upheavals this dialectic has occasioned. Futurist per
formance and environments, Dada cabaret, Merz-rooms,
Surrealist gallery installations, and their offshoots supposed
a holism as absolute as that of transcendent abstraction but
in every other respect antithetical to it. In these perplexing,
if not alarming, counterrealities one thing did not lead to
another, apparent cause did not produce logical effect, sym
bols did not match with or were not governed by their con
ventional referents. Nor was the gallery the orderly extension
of its contents. Quite the opposite. Long before Allan Kaprow
theorized Happenings as the spatial and temporal exten
sions of Pollock's turbulently overall canvases, artists were
applying the radical compositional ideas they had developed
in two-dimensional collage, montage, and paintings to threedimensional spaces of every type.
Dissent from the established order does not in itself guar
antee the successful artistic expression of an alternative vision,
of course. It is no easy matter to
STORR
represent discontinuity or disfunction in a compelling way— no easier certainly than to

or mundane encumbrances are not permitted to pass the

make a plausible model of perfection. Especially given that

entrance to this rarified realm and so interrupt the mute

what actually goes on around us often enough exceeds our
most irrational fantasies, without mentioning our tolerance

exchange.
The century has been unkind to such Utopian hopes,
however.Neither the wholesale transformation of the world

for either the reality or idea of chaos. Still, the two impuls
es— toward order and disorder — are inseparably linked.

prescribedby social revolutionaries nor its formal reconfigura

Inasmuch as the modernist notion of logical purity was con

tion according to vanguard blueprints has occurred.

ceived of in tension with a modern sense of confusion and
unease, then the aesthetic ambition to stir misgivings or instill

These failures were anticipated or answered by some who
modified the puritan version of the modernist program in

acute alienation corresponds to the longing for quiet, or con

its details but persisted in the hope of insulating art from
worldly imperfections. Meanwhile, the poignant absurdity

stitutes a form of resistance to oppressive stasis and regula
tion. Successfully contradicting the essentialist view of

of such visions of a benignly rational modernity was always
contested. Often the preferred terms used in opposition were

modernity entails finding, if not the elemental terms, then
at least the most direct and effective devices for evoking a

pointedly unintelligible, raucous, mocking, or abrasive. A

world out of joint. If these devices are to describe a universe

counterforce thus enters into the picture, and its material
expressionsoccupy an uncertain and destabilizing place with

of myriad parts or extreme polarities they must be economical

in the White Cube. Any account of modern art that leaves
such a manifold tendency out is incomplete, just as any that

as well as apt, since concentrating one's attention on com
pound or contradictory images demands at least as great an
effort as it takes to reduce experience to a single, coherent

awkward precursor, annoying sideshow, or decadent after

set of variables.
Mimetic in principle, such work offers a mirror to real

math of high modernism is falsified.
Anti-art is immanent in Art-for-art's-sake, just as doubt

ity, but violates expectations by distorting, fragmenting, or
editing the reflection it gives. Never, as so often charged,

shadows belief and protest answers doctrine. Modernism in

simply a gratuitous joke at the public's expense, modernism

its fractured fullness is the history of the minor upsets and

of this kind disturbs but does not muddy our vision. Instead,

for the sake of polemical convenience denigrates it as an

i. InsidetheWhiteCube:TheIdeology
of theGallerySpace,by Brian O'Doherty, Lapis Press, Santa Monica and San Francisco, 1976,1986,p. 91.
2. "The Legacy of Jackson Pollock," by Allan Kaprow, Artnews,October 1958,pp. 24-26.
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it sharpens the focus. Transgression is thus ever ready to

the works in the exhibition are for its duration linked to the

spring the trap on transcendence. Eager to be transported,
one can abruptly find oneself thrust through an anythingbut-juvenile Looking Glass. The central image may or may

many comparable constellations of the recent and not so

not hold — for reasons one may or may not easily divine—
but around it, as within it, incongruity, disproportion, and
anomalous omissions and inclusions of detail are to be expect
ed. Not due to sheer perversity of artistic intent, as the pub
lic is encouraged to believe by genteel philistines who dismiss
vanguard provocations as incidental to or digressive from
art's higher civilizing goal. And certainly not merely in order
to distract the viewer from the world with fun-house diver
sions. On the contrary, the urge to displace or otherwise dis
orient responds to a still deeper desire to re-place and reorient.
Dislocation, therefore, implies calculated shifts of loca
tion and point of view and the indirect collaboration of artist
and audience in mapping previously unimagined spaces, or
remapping those taken for granted as self-evident. Such pub
lic involvement is demanded in the exhibition, since the
artists— Louise Bourgeois, Chris Burden, Sophie Calle, David
Hammons, Ilya Kabakov, Bruce Nauman, and Adrian
Piper— have so carefully set the stage for our initial estrange
ment. All test our vision for impatient habits of observation
and the reflex need for reassurance when confronted by unfa
miliar circumstances or familiar but hard-to-endure causes
of anxiety. Each requires the individual beholder to recon
sider their identity in light of a given situation and the
freedom or restriction of movement— hence, perspectives—
imposed upon them within it.

DAVID

HAMMONS

Despite twenty years of activity, David Hammons has been
until very recently a virtual stranger to the museum world,
and remains indifferent to its house rules. The White Cube
holds no magic for him. What is to some the laboratory of
art, is to Hammons an arbitrary and ominously clinical envi
ronment, inhospitable to the lived forms he collects and
transfigures. If it signifies anything, it is the challenge to find
whatever manifestation of ordinary human vitality that has
survived or can survive its antiseptic ambiance. Instead,
Hammons has preferred the city as a workplace and its cit
izens as his audience and sometime co-workers. Street flotsam
and jetsam are his materials. What he brings to the gallery
is all and sundry that it traditionally excludes. What he
extracts from those materials and brings to the objects and
installations that he has created outside the museum are the
marvels and mysteries that lie already and everywhere to
hand along heavily trafficked thoroughfares, in public parks,
and in the so-called vacant lots littered with the evidence of
their constant nomadic occupation and use.
Impermanence is the governing fact of urban reality.

As important as this loosely shared ambition, however,
are the pronounced differences in intent, method, and moti

Nothing stays anywhere for long, and nothing stays the same.
Alertness to random possibility is the key to Hammons's

vation these artists act upon. To that extent, the show's orga

various production, and that variousness testifies to the luck

nizing principle is at the same time a disorganizing principle.
Mindful of the amount, but especially of the diversity of

that favors the prepared mind of this scavenging artist.

installation work currently being done, the aim here has been
to bring together as wide a range of formal, poetic, and social

Accepting the transiency of metropolitan life as a working
condition, and gradual dilapidation of one's art as its like
ly fate, is a bold but seemingly self-defeating stance.

practices as possible in such a numerically small sampling.
Representing themselves rather than any tendency or gen

Numerous studio-based artists have made out-of-studio

eration or group, the artists and their work nonetheless mix

for so long, or with such savvy equanimity as it has by
Hammons. "I like doing stuff better on the street, because

origins, ages, purposes, and styles in a way that meaningfully
complicates the attitudes and ideas they express individual
3

recent past that fill the separate mansions within modernism's
overarching house. One hopes that by their presence these
works will highlight some of the connections between that
structure and the world around it.

forays, but rarely has that option been adhered to so fully,

art becomes just one of the objects that's in the path of your
everydayexistence.It's what you move through, and it doesn't

ly, and so constellates a system of intricate connections and
equally telling disjunctions. Spread throughout the muse

have superiority over anything else." As a result, much of

um, including the subtly changing "permanent" collection,

his work survives only in memory or in photographs. Besides

3. "David Hammons," by Kellie Jones, RealLifeMagazine(Autumn 1986),p. 4.

5

his body-prints and paper pieces of the 1960s and 1970s—

Moreover, Hammons noted, "a black person's lips have

bom in Southern Illinois and educated in Los Angeles, where

touched" every bottle from which they came, and every one
that he recycled to make his bottle-brick fences and coils.
The street-wise recognize them for what they are: empty

he started to work, the artist came to New York in 1974—
and his ongoing creation of smaller assemblages, some of
Hammons's most important pieces have disappeared, among
them, DeltaSpirit,a collaboratively built beach cabana done
in 1983,and the two versions of HigherGoals(1982 and 1986),
telephone-pole-highand bottle-cap-adomed basketball hoops
and boards placed in a Harlem lot and in Brooklyn's Cadman
Plaza. Severalof Hammons's indoor environments have also
been broken up, for example, his untitled homage to com
poser and saxophonist John Coltrane and evocation of jazz'
musicalmigrations in America done for the downtown space
Exit Art.
Like jazz, Hammons's art consists of improvisations on
a repertory of themes. As often as not, it cues into and off
of the intuitions and energies of his temporary collabora
tors, be they builders, sidewalk supervisors, or musicians.
Even with a long lead time or a complex project, the artist
prefers to make it up as he goes along on site. Such was the
case for this exhibition: various proposals were discussed
during the year that has preceded it, but until Hammons
arrived for the actual installation all options remained open
and the result wholly unforeseen. Largely constructed or

4

shops and binds into or glues onto wire, paper, rock, and
elephant dung— the latter harvested from Brooklyn's Prospect
Park Zoo. "I first saw hair on some African sculpture in the
Chicago Art Museum [sic]," Hammons recalled. "I decid
ed that that was the essence of African culture. You look at
that hair: no one can have that hair unless you're African.
That was my common denominator to making purely African
art. People of color have wooly hair." 6
In this and many other ways, Hammons's work, includ
ing PublicEnemy,his piece for this exhibition, identifies and
identifies itself with a people omnipresent in the United
States, yet constantly overlooked or pushed to the margins.
Hammons's elusive ubiquity makes an argument and stakes
a claim on their behalf; he is the everywhere and insistently
visiblespirit of Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man. Working
uptown in Harlem, across the river in Brooklyn, and down
town on the Battery beach or on Saint Mark's Place, the
artist has taken the measure of New York and made his
whimsical but uncompromising persona known through

Like Surrealist assemblage, his method thus fulfills the role

out. This hit-and-run strategy has an urban guerrilla aspect,

of revaluing discarded artifacts by recombining them with

but, instead of attacking the already scarred city, Hammons

other eccentric and unwanted bits of debris. Yet, inasmuch
as Hammons secures an at least temporary place and pur

embellishes it, leaving behind lyric reminders of the richness
of African-American culture and of its healing powers. A

pose for things dislodged from their original locations or

product of that culture and of the streets in which so much

function, his particular choice of materials is predicated on
a cultural rootedness equal to their physical rootlessness in

of it has been nurtured, Hammons's sensibility thrives on

descent. A short index of the things Hammons conjures with

8

twists and clumps of hair Hammons collects from barber

composed out of found objects and leftover substances,
Hammons's work constitutes a reclamation project of sorts.

the hard city setting.
The culture in question is that of Americans of African
7

pints of Night Train, poor people's wine of "choice."
Unmistakably emblematic of the African heritage are the

includes:bottles, bottle caps, paper bags, fried chicken wings,
coat hangers, cigarettes, old cloths, boom-box radios, records,
tires, hair. Each has a "spirit" already in it, Hammons has
said, and each invokes yet other spirits in the manner of its

harsh realities ignored by many but at their own risk, since
as they worsen in neglect the peril posed to all only increases.
"The reason I love New York is that the social conditions
are so raw. You don't have to guess what s going on,
Hammons has said. When he sets to work, having exposed
himself to that rawness, "all of the things I see socially—
the social conditions of racism — come out like sweat."
Among the challenges facing Hammons — and anyone

redeployment. Bottle caps are applied to poles and woven
into shredded tires like cowrie shells in traditional African

who understands him— is to confront racism and the vio

craft. The tens of thousands of bottle caps he has thus incor

ing destructive energies in constructive causes. A case in

porated were retrieved from Harlem bars by the artist.

point: in 1988 Hammons

lence it gives rise to and turn them around, thereby enlist
painted a blond, whiteface

4. "Art People: Hammons's Visual Music," by Douglas McGill, New YorkTimes,July 8, 1985,p. 15. | 5. David Hammons,
by KellieJones, p. 4. | 6. "Tragic Mask Sparks Hammons Retrospective at P.S. I," by Charlie Aheam, TheCity Sun,January 16—22,
1991,p. 25.
| 7. "Issues & Commentary II: Speaking Out: Some Distance to Go . . ." Art in America,September 1990,p. 80. | 8. Ibid.
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likeness of Presidential candidate Jesse Jackson, with the
caption "How do you like me now?" and placed it in the
heart of a black section of Washington, D.C. Taking the
piece as an affront, some men from the neighborhood
knocked it down with sledgehammers. Exhibiting the piece
two years later in his retrospective, the artist left the dents
and made a foreground fence of hammers. A critical reflection
of racist stereotypes, the image had been additionally charged
by the hostility vented on it— a hostility provoked by the
very racism it accused. Both the portrait and the hammers

9

"represent the anger felt by blacks," Hammons said. "They
didn't smash it. They anointed it."
W ork that makes its ties to a specific community so clear
risks being dismissed by the uncomprehending as narrowly
addressed to that primary community or merely typical of it.
No such ghetto encircles or confines Hammons. As local as
his aesthetic is, it is also cosmopolitan; Antonio Gaudi, Marcel
Duchamp, Federico Fellini, and Simon Rodia, self-trained
architect of the Watts Towers, are all acknowledgedinfluences.
Hammons s junk-amalgams also bear comparison with
Rauschenberg's Oracleor his early Combines. Each of these
examples exudes the atmosphere of its particular place and
moment — fin de siecle Barcelona, Paris and New York of

ceptual or installation artists of the West, although Kabakov
and his peers did have limited access to European and
American art magazines, and for the past twenty years their
work did on occasion mysteriously materialize outside the
Soviet Union before the artists themselves were at all free
to leave. Essentially Soviet in his attitudes and sources, this
collector of refuse is by the same token a collector of souls
in the tradition of Gogol. His universe— and it is a large
one— is peopled by the myriad alter egos he has reconsti
tuted from his sweepings. Or else, projecting his own multifaceted identity into and through these archetypes, he has
provided them with rooms of their own in which to live out
or reinvent their destinies. Often crammed together within
the tight seclusion of a re-created collective housing project,
these spaces are the frameworks of their existence and their
self-portraits.
A much-looked-up-to elder unstatesman of the Soviet
avant-garde, Kabakov has been active since the mid-1960s.
Born in 1933into a poor and fatherless household, he matured
during World War II and the worst period of Stalinist and

the teens and twenties, postwar Italy, the anarchically expan
sive City of Angels at midcentury, or New York in the six

post-Stalinist oppression. Trained from the age of ten to be
an artist, Kabakov long earned his livelihood as an illustra
tor. Starting with stories by Sholem Aleichem, he has made

ties. Hammons's work does the same. With this distinction:
he never stands still and he travels light. Setting out from

drawings for over 120 published works, most of them for
children. The fanciful but entirely legible graphic manner

125thStreet in Harlem, Hammons has given himself a rov
ing vantage point from which to view the larger world. As

pendent projects. Working the gap between writing and the

he shifts ground, however,the markers he leavesbehind always
direct our attention to his point of departure, in effect dar

plastic arts— but always leery of great literature and great
painting— Kabakov is to a large extent a book artist, though

ing us to take the A Train and retrace his path to its acces
sible but still more distant African origins.

ILYA

KABAKOV

Hya Kabakov s world is as cramped as Hammons's is wide
open and far-flung. At any rate, that is the first impression.

he developed for that purpose is the hallmark of his inde

hardly a bookish man. Prior to the mid-1980s much of his
production consisted of boxed, loose-leaf albums, in which
he would develop a single image or idea over pages of neat
ly rendered drawings and text. Each of these was a parable
of or extended metaphor for the longings and constriction
of contemporary Soviet life. Since that time, he has taken

us, the art lies here on the streets," said Kabakov of the
Soviets of his generation. "It's not the artistic tradition but

some of those themes and realized them as full-scale envi
ronments. Although different in conception, his omnibus
IO Characters,for example, exists both on the page and as sit
uational sculpture.

daily life that brings new ideas." "No garbage is more or
less important, it is all midportant." In perfect agreement

Installations seem to spring from his hand without hes
itation, as if they had been slowly perfected in his mind long

with Hammons's on this, Kabakov's attitudes are native to

before there was any prospect of actually building them.

Both are dense with humanity, both subsist on scraps. "For

10
11

a very specific situation. Little is gained and much is obscured
by drawing hasty parallels between his work and that of con

9. Scorecard, SportsIllustrated,December 24, 1990,p. 14. | 10. "Ilya Kabakov: Profile of a Soviet Unofficial Artist," by Katrina F.C. Cary,
Art & Auction,February 1987,pp. 86-87. | "• "The Man Who Flew Into Space," by Robin Cembalest, Artnews,May 1990,p. 178.

3
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When invited to do a piece for this museum, the artist briefly
reconnoitered the galleries and then quickly detailed his pro

bleakness and awkwardness of mainstream Soviet life to

posal in a notebook. Between that sketch and the final work,

thing has happened to disrupt the meeting, and viewers are
invited to look down, from the boardwalk that

he made no major changes.
Common to his work in both two- and three-dimen

which they are the oppositional exception. Meanwhile, some

inexplicably traverses the hall, at a massing of tiny white

sional formats, besides a melancholy humor, is an uncanny
ordinariness. As remote as its historical context and as alien

figures that appear to be the cause of that disruption.
Who these intruders are is never said. Impossible to make

as its decor, this completely imagined world induces an
immediate suspension of disbelief. Well-worn or desper

out individually, they are nonetheless oddly imposing. In
part that is a result of their number and spotlit centrality.

ately homemade, everything that awaits us seems to have

In larger part, though, it is a function of their mysterious

been there a long time, imbuing the atmosphere with a com

but hinted origins. Minuscule and ephemeral, these fea
tureless white "everymen" are emanations from the vast and

fortless nostalgia. The clock has stopped for these orphaned
objects and vacant chambers, and it stops for us as well.
Making sense of the illusion that we so readily accept is
difficult,however,since the situations and protagonists depict
ed are not merely foreign but intrinsically absurd. Kabakov's

even more featureless white void that envelops and occa
sionally opens into Kabakov's otherwise claustrophobic archi
tectures. Warrenlike, those habitations are not just
nightmarish improvisations of collectivization. They also

dissent is thus slyly insinuated into a skewed naturalism.
Rather than overtly caricaturing official Soviet art in the

protect their dwellers from being cast adrift in the still more

fashion of younger artists such as the emigre team of Komar

build itself up. But even as they are sheltered from this noman's-land, the blinding white vacuum beckons Kabakov's

and Melamid, Kabakov has turned its conventions inside
out with an almost affectionate regard for their stolidly pro
saic inadequacy. Some years ago, Georgy Lukacs argued that
instead of being its antithesis Solzhenitsyn's fiction signaled
the long-delayed fulfillment of the Socialist Realist program.
For different reasons in a very different time, Kabakov has
fused that aesthetic to countertendencies represented by
Bulgakov and the others in that long Russian line of satiri
cal metaphysicians and mystics, producing a kind of Socialist

terrifying wastes of a nation forever tearing itself down to

characters, promising escape from their mean quarters.
Although represented by flat white-paper cutouts, this empti
ness is a dynamic volume.
Playful as it is at times, and now imperceptibly circum
scribed by the summer revolution in Moscow, Kabakov s
art is in its context as pointedly political as any being made
today. It is also a positive demonstration that if such art is
to powerfully address social conditions it must first and

Surrealism at once grim and magical, down-to-earth and

finally excite the imagination. Poetic reference to a snow

otherworldly.
TheBridgehas elements of both. As Kabakov explains in

bound and eternal Russia, ambivalent commentary on
Bolshevism's failed Utopia, Kabakov's fathomless and active

his notes for the project, installation as a medium permits
the sharp juxtaposition of seemingly incompatible artifacts

emptiness is at the same time metaphoric of a universal exis

and symbols, and therein lies its attraction. The basics are
simple. From the utilitarian furniture that crowds the room,
to its plain doors and stark lighting fixtures, Kabakov's recon

tential dilemma. All who are subject to its conflicting terms
experience their incommensurable imperatives as a constant
tug between movement and inertia, vibrant hope and numb

struction of The Tenants' Club of Moscow Housing Project

despair, turmoil and regimentation. Implicit in the Sublime,
accordingly, is an equally boundless Anti-Sublime. That is

No. 8 gives one a sense of the dreary mediocrity of Soviet

what Kabakov means when he writes, "Every person living

society. Nothing is spared his precise, unsentimental atten
tion. This unwelcoming gathering place has been set up for

here lives, consciously or not, in two dimensions, the first is
'construction' organization, the second, the destruction and

an official lecture on the demerits of unofficial art, examples

annihilation of the first. Emptiness creates an atmosphere
of stress, excitedness, strengthlessness, apathy and causeless

of which are propped against the drab gray walls between
oxblood banners. Although the work of artists outside the
system, the paintings nonetheless exemplify some of the

terror."

Seeking refuge in burrows and islands of habita

tion, he continues, people "build bridges across emptiness.

12."On Emptiness," by Ilya Kabakov, translated by Clark Troy, Between
Springand Summer:SovietConceptual
Art in theEra of LateCommunism,
Tacoma Art Museum and The Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, 1990,p. 55.
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But these communications,
15

13

belong to a somewhat

different

"As far as the work goes, I feel it is completely apolitical,"
she told Lucy Lippard

in a 1972 interview.

she asked at the outset was simple: "How are people when

the life of islands, this fellowship

you're not there?" An implicit corollary was: "What are the

emptiness."

The restlessness

of people swimming

such alienation

in

prompts

positive: "One of the most important

life is flight, dislocation,

is

boundaries of personality when one carries on as if theywere

signs of

not there?" As a response, Piper devised a series of actions

driveness. The wind of emptiness

she performed

on public buses: talking to herself, for exam

carries off and blows residents from their burrows . . . admit

ple, or — the opposite — stuffing her mouth with a cloth. In

ting no delay, letting no one become rooted. Each person is

either case she proceeded

provisionally
nowhere

present

here, as if they have arrived from

very recently."

Viewers

who peer down from

Kabakov's bridge at the jumble around them and the dele
gates of emptiness

huddled

and untouching

beneath their

feet participate in this uneasy condition. Poised between dull
disorder and the ambiguously
above nor beyond
no-place

luring abyss, they are neither

it all, but smack in the middle

at the core and periphery

of Kabakov's

out of the ordinary,

as if nothing

ADRIAN

all the while closely monitoring

vated eccentricity
its outward
Although

was far from gratuitous,

appearance,

provocation.

of Conceptualism

as set forth by Sol LeWitt, who maintained

that "irrational

of the

thoughts should be followed absolutely and logically," Piper

cosmos.

differed from her friend and colleague in that she was not a
in search of demonstrable

truths. Pitting logically determined misconduct against illog

PIPER

ical decorum, her performances

were less instances of anar

chism or purely aesthetic speculation

whether conscious

testing a hypothesis.

of the fact or not, the public shares it
woman of very light com

plexion, Piper occupies the all-but-untenable

the

and so, despite

far from Dadaesque

she adhered to the principles

Adrian Piper describes a related predicament and insists that,
with her. An African-American

she was doing was

effects of her behavior on others and on herself. Her culti

"mystic," but a strict rationalist

16

The question

form of emptiness and are in a certain sense the opposite of

nonetheless

14

all of these roads, paths, high

ways, rivers and railroads

middle ground

between Black and White. At worst, given America's histo

Inevitably, the question of how people are when you're
not there raises the follow-up

awkwardness

at best, for the time being, it is fraught with possibilities for

sons for refusing to recognize

hurtful misunderstanding.

of why they may

linked precisely to the attributes

increase as it becomes apparent

marked and its frontiers and extent unclear. Although

her

Not paying attention

situation

and

is unusual and specific — at once hereditary

question

refuse to see you when you are. The issue's significance and

ry and habits, this means a zone between bitter adversaries;
In either case the territory is ill-

than of a philosopher

someone's

that the rea

presence can be

that make them stand out.

to a woman on a bus with a rag in her

mouth — or, nowadays,

a woman in rags — takes a special

socially preordained — the ramifications of her investigations

effort. Not identifying

the woman you are speaking to as

into it are far-reaching

"black" because her skin appears to be "white" is a subtler

indeed.

Piper's sustained exploration
ground represents

a confluence

of this treacherous
of personal

middle

necessity and

matter, but it may require a similar denial that entails unpleas
ant consequences

for both parties. In 1986, after repeatedly

firm artistic decision. Turning a blind eye and a closed mind

finding herself in situations where people made racist com

to it is a common

ments, apparently

and to a degree understandable

reflex,

given the odds that curiosity will be repaid with a slap. All
along, however, Piper has shown a predilection
ous situations.

W ell before her work centered on problems

of racial identity and self-identification,

she was preoccu

pied by the criteria used to differentiate
unspoken
minimalist

for ambigu

limits set on their conduct.

people

and the

Having started as a

sculptor in the late 1960s, the artist's early con

ceptual experiments

were unconcerned

with social issues.

unable to discern her heritage or unwill

ing to believe that someone who looked like her and mingled
in their setting could be "black," Piper responded
ing up a calling

card she then handed

by print-

out to ignorant

offenders. It reads as follows:
Dear Friend,
I am black.
I am sureyou did not realize this whenyou made/ laughedat/ agreed
with that racist remark. In the past I have attempted to alert white

13. Ibid., p. 56. | 14. Ibid., p. 59. J 15. "Catalysis: Interview with
reprinted in From the Center: Feminist Essays on Womans Art, E. P. Dutton, New York,
by Sol LeWitt, reprinted in Sol LeWitt, edited and with an Introduction
Robert Rosenblum, and Bernice Rose, Museum of Modem

Adrian Piper," by Lucy Lippard,
1976, p. 170. j 16. "Sentences on Conceptual
by Alicia Legg, essays by Lucy Lippard,
Art, New York, 1978, p. 168.

Art,"

peopleto my racial identity in advance. Unfortunately, this invariably

suffering and strife they depict alongside

causesthem to react to me as pushy, manipulative, or socially inappro

fortable

priate. Therefore,my policy is to assume that white peopledo not make

middle-class

Ultimately,

any system based on bloodline

theseremarks,evenwhen theybelievethereare no blackpeoplepresent,and

or categorical distinctions

to distributethis card when they do.

way injurious to individuals

I regretany discomfortmy presenceis causingyou, just as I am sure

of skin color is absurd. In every
and to society, racism is, not

as well as an artist, and in that unique among

Sincerelyyours,

her conceptual

Adrian Margaret Smith Piper

cannot blandly coexist with irrationality,

peers, pointedly instructs us that rationality

The strategic poise Piper maintains in the face of casual big

in a vacuum. Those propositions

otry is consistent

tribution

with the basic thrust

of her thinking.

percentages

least, an offense to reason. Piper, a trained and practicing
philosopher

you regretthe discomfortyour racism is causing me.

images of com

life, "but it is your responsibility."

nor can it survive

are the focus of her con

to this show. The third in a series of recent instal

Wounded rage, the natural response to such an affront, she

lations, all with the same title, What It's Like, What It Is, #3

sublimates into stern civility. A product

consists of a tiered geometric structure reminiscent

of the will and of

of min

the mind, this patient, didactic persona is her praxis and the

imalist sculptures of the 1960s and 1970s. In the middle stands

form of her content. Rather than accommodate

a tall box, each facet of which frames a video screen. Together,

others, the

artist's severe politeness affirms their existence, flaws and all,

as if in three dimensions,

and demands of them full reciprocity.

and right sides of a black man's head. The litany he enun

treacherous
response
medium

gap between

and reasoned

appearance
conclusions.

At issue is the everand reality,
Regardless

she chooses — since 1967 Piper

performance,

texts, sound, drawings,

they show the face, back, and left

reflex

ciates and denies represents a partial list of negative charac

of the

teristics ascribed to his "kind." "I'm not pushy," he says,"I'm

has worked

photomontage,

in

not sneaky, I'm not lazy, I'm not noisy, I'm not vulgar,

and

I'm not rowdy, I'm not horny, I'm not scary, I'm not shift

installations — the set of problems she addresses remains the

less, I'm not crazy, I'm not servile, I'm not stupid,

same: at what threshold do people perceive difference? under

not dirty, I'm not smelly, I'm not childish, I'm not evil." As

which circumstances

he speaks, his head turns and his gaze sweeps the pristine

do they admit to it? where does your

I'm

physical or psychic space end and mine begin? is there any

amphitheater,

such space that we share?

as at his own mirrored image on the surrounding walls. From

Perversely, the fact of racism is one of the key things we
in this country have in common: the borderline
ness" as it is generally understood

of "black

is the borderline of "white

ness" as well. In a mixed and miscegenating

society, no one

staring back at those that stare at him, as well

all sides come music and, faint behind it, the noise of a crowd,
vital and vastly bigger than the one in the room: it is the
sound of the populous

and motley world beyond.

In other words, at the center of the White Cube stands a

can claim to know its exact location. Piper's unfixable place

"black" victim of offhand insults and arbitrary classification.

in that polarized schema is empirical proof of the schema's

These incompatible

failure to describe reality. Her decision to make her "black

forms and the intrusive Other whose identity hangs in the

ness" public thus serves not merely to warn whites of her

balance between hard-lived

terms — the reassuring order of Platonic

fact and oppressive

fiction —

critical presence but to remind them that, given this nation's

define Piper's dilemma and ours also. W ere it not a question

history, their own racial makeup may be subject to question.

of race, but of sexuality, or class, or of whatever kind of desire

And even if it were assured, the logical and moral impera

brutally conflicts with actuality, the tension between tran

tive to recognize and reject prejudicial stereotypes

scendent aspirations and the weight of the human condition

remains

a general obligation and hence a bond among citizens of all

would be the same — and the sadness, since the damage done

ancestry. "If I chose to identify myself as black, whereas you

is to those who have every right to think, imagine, and act

do not," Piper explained in her 1990 video installation

without prior constraint. On that score, Piper shall have the

Out

of the Corner, "that's not just a special fact about me. It's a

last words, from a recent autobiographical

fact about us. It's our problem."

posed to those of Hammons,

"It's not your fault," read

several of her most recent photomontages,

referring to the

essay; counter-

Kabakov, and other artists in

the show, their sense, already large, becomes larger still.

Abstraction isflying. Abstracting is ascendingto higherand higher

of the performance;

clingaround abovethe specifcity and immediacyof thingsand eventsin

a cot for twenty-two

spaceand time. . . . Abstraction is alsoflight. . . . Abstraction isfreedom

drawal and solitary endurance. ShoutPiece(1971), in which he

in Bed Piece(1972) he remained silent on
days. These were exercises in with

from the sociallyprescribedand consensuallyaccepted.. . . Abstraction is

sat suspended

a solitary journey through the conceptualuniverse, with no anchors, no

movie lights and yelled at unwary entrants,

cues,no signposts,no maps. . . u

out, get out immediately,"

Until the racial tensions plummeted
this was her unrestricted

intellectual

Piper back to earth,

and aesthetic domain.

That fall was triggered by the anxiety of whites, and while
accepting its direct consequences, Piper does not disown her
past revery nor concede its future return.

above a gallery floor surrounded

Burden interrupted

and TV Hijack (1972), in which

a cable-television interview and held the

host hostage at knife-point, were as confrontational

as the ear

lier examples were withdrawn or masochistic.
Whether he was acting out violence or directing it toward
early works were the same: transforming

ideas and images

confusion,ignorance— obstructsmy self-transcendence,my ability to lose

into crucibles,

myselftemporarilyin the other, in the world, in abstract ideas. Theseare

artist's habit of putting himself and others in actual harm's

the barriers my art practicereflects,becausetheyare the ones that keepme

way also puts Burden directly at odds with the "simulation"

grounded. ... Iam no longerdrunk on abstract theory,becausethesober

theorists

ingfacts press in on my daily life too insistently. ...

as a composite

So partly by my

Burden wanted to touch raw nerves. The

of the 1980s. For the latter, the world exists only
of simulacra or representations;

for Burden

own choice,partly by accidentsof my birth and position in society,I am

the body is a conceptual

cornered,hemmedin, somewherein the basementof the building,prepar

shocking the public's sensibilities, Burden sought to jolt its

ing to crash my way out. My art practice is a reflectingmirror of light

senses so as to activate being and consciousness

and darkness,a highsunny window that holds out to me thepromise of

ously. The threat of danger or discomfort

releaseinto the night.

aesthetic or symbolic gesture and became a jarring event, for

medium, not a concept. Instead of

which the artist prepared

CHRIS
"Pretend

text

what we know firsthand

against what we know intellectually has been Chris Burden's
long-standing

project. Of a generation with Piper — Burden

the more empirical

ceased to be an

forced Burden to revise his

tactics, however. As with other kinds of situational

not to know what you know" is a recurrent

presented his first performances

simultane

himself mentally and physically.

Naysayers and thrill-seekers

BURDEN

in Piper's latest work. Verifying

19

by glaring

"Get the fuck

himself, the reasons for and discipline necessitated by Burden's

Each of [theirJ responses
—fear, fantasy, mistrust, suspicion,anger,

1*

curled himself up into a 2' x 2 x 3' space for the duration

levelsof conceptualgeneralization;soaring backandforth, reflectivelycir

in 1971— the latter artist is

of the two. Initially his body was the

art, one

really had to be there, but few people were, and among them
even fewer reliable witnesses. Except for the artist's own terse
accounts of each action, and a certain amount of art-world
commentary,

the literature

tended predictably

around Burden's performances

and discouragingly

ridicule or sensationalism.

to the extremes of

On the one hand, then, he was

prime tool of research, and he put it to extreme tests. Most

dismissed

infamous was Shoot.Curious to know what it was like to be

cheered on as a vanguard daredevil. Newsweek critic Douglas

shot, Burden stood in front of a gallery wall and had a friend

Davis dubbed him "the Evel Knievel of art."

put a .22-caliber bullet through his arm. Other comparably

as a preposterous

art -fakir, on the other, he was

From the late 1970s onward, Burden diversified his means,

painful or perilous actions consisted of the artist strapping

producing

himself to live wires in such a way that a small mishap would

artist's books. Whatever format he chooses, he continues to

complete

the circuit and electrocute

him (Prelude to 210 or

objects,

machines,

assemblages,

literalize ideas, particularly institutional

collages, and

or political attitudes

no [1971]), of his lying corpselike next to a car parked close

normally taken for granted. Invited to make a work for the

to street traffic (Deadman [1972]), of his crawling

Wads worth Atheneum

almost

in 1985, Burden constructed

a pyra

naked across shards of glass ( Through the Night Softly [1973]),

mid of gold ingots worth exactly one million dollars, and

and of his being

surrounded

nailed

Christ-like

to a Volkswagen

(Transfixed [1974]). For Five Day Locker Piece (1971) Burden

the decidedly arte-non-povera construction

"armed" matchstick

with

guardians. That same year he installed

17. "Flying," by Adrian Piper, in AdrianPiper:Reflections
1967-198], curated by Jane Farver, Alternative Museum, New York, 1987,p. 20.
18.Ibid., p. 24. | 19. "Wrestling the Dragon," by Suzanne Muchnic, Artnews,December 1990,p. 128.
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Samsonat the Henry Art Gallery in Seattle. Consisting of a
turnstile connected to a mechanism powering a jack that
drove two massive pressure-plate-capped timbers against the

A Taleof Two Cities,or the recent design for an ecologically

outer walls of the museum each time a patron entered,
Burden's"exhibit" measured traffic by increments that would
eventually precipitate the collapse of the museum itself.
Burden's 1986 excavation of the floor and concrete footing

fascinated by the potential for violence but refuses to take

of Los Angeles's "Temporary Contemporary," Exposingthe

scale on which preparations for war are constantly being

Foundation
of theMuseum,was a similarly ambitious and even
more obvious act of cultural undermining. Apparently

made. "I'm interested in the gray areas, not black or white.
I like to take something that people look at one way and

fulfilling alarmists' worst fears of aesthetic subversion, the
work allayed them at the same time. After all, both institu

turn it around and examine it from the opposite direction.
When I did a piece on the neutron bomb, that didn't nec

tions still stand, and the usual business of art goes on inside.
To Burden's way of thinking "deconstruction" is scarce

essarily say that the neutron bomb was a bad thing." But
he added, "I kept thinking, 50,000 tanks, what the hell is

ly word-play: it's a contracting job. The artist voiced the
implicit questions posed the White Cube by these two pro

that? Did they drop a digit? Add one too many? It's an

jects in a recent interview. "Is the museum a pretty thing, a

sound, sail-driven destroyer— Burden has remained neutral.
Neither an avowed pacifist nor declared partisan, he is
sides. The politics of his work consists not in his approval
or disapproval of the arms race or the ostensible justifications
for it, but in his determination to render intelligible the huge

abstraction rather than a real thing, and my fear is that peo
ple make those kinds of decisions in a very abstract way, like

temple to architecture?" he asked rhetorically. "Or is it just
a tin shed whose only value is to keep the rain off the art?"

the B-52pilots who used to eat lunch while dropping bombs

Far harder to objectify and so demystify than the sym
bols of cultural authority are the abstractions used to appor

it wasn't real to them."
Conceived of seventeenyears after the end of the American

tion political clout. In an international balance of power

phase of the conflict and almost ten years after the comple

based on mutual deterrence, all the contenders calculate their
relativeadvantage— or disadvantage— in stockpiled weapons.

tion of Maya Lin's Washington monument to our troops,

over Hanoi: they couldn't see or hear the bombs go off so

Generals and arms dealers persuade the public that there is

TheOther VietnamMemorialis Burden's effort to make the full
impact of our might real. Although the Memorialis a depar

safety in numbers, but after a certain point the numbers sur

ture from his "gray-zone" projects because of the artist's

pass comprehension. If so many bricks of gold equal a mil
lion dollars, how many submarines— paid for by how many

stated opposition to United States involvement in Southeast
Asia, the point of commemorating the Vietnamese dead is

million millions of dollars and pounds of gold— make up
the American fleet? Or, to get an accurate measure of the
former Red Menace, how many tanks could the Warsaw

less a laying of blame than an accounting of the sheer mag
nitude of the slaughter in which we took part. At first much
debated but now generally embraced by citizens of all polit

Pact field?These are the mathematical war games played in

ical persuasions, Maya Lin's work lists by name every one

earnest at the Pentagon and the Kremlin, and they are the

of the American losses— the total runs to 57,939men and
women. The Vietnamese figure is vastly larger and ultimately

war games restaged in miniature with typically deadpan sim
plicity by Burden. To answer the first question, Burden fab
ricated 625 cardboard subs and hung them on transparent
filaments like a school of lethal goldfish. T o answer the sec

unknowable. At a minimum, it comes to 3,000,000dead dur
ing just the American episode of the generations-long
Indochina war. Derived from conversations with journalist

ond, he ranked 50,000 nickels topped by 50,000 matchstick

and historian Stanley Karnow, former members of the South

"cannons" and entitled it TheReason
for theNeutronBomb,since
it was then the assertion of American planners that a vast

Vietnamese government, and contacts with delegates of the
present Vietnamese regime, this number includes some

mechanized army required the development and manufac

250,000 soldiers and 1,500,000civilians and refugees in the
South, some 700,000 military dead and 250,000 missing in

ture of these tactical nuclear weapons.
In each of these demonstrations, as in his other military
follies— for example, the immense toy-soldier Armageddon,

action in the North, plus estimates of civilian losses in the
North and along the heavily embattled border regions. Exact

20. "Taboo Hunter: A Current Chris Burden Survey Demystifies the Demystifier, by Ralph Rugoff, L.A. Weekly,
April 22—28,p. 43.
21. "Wrestling the Dragon," p. 126. | 22. "Taboo Hunter, ' p. 43.
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records equivalent to those kept by the Pentagon are not
available from the various Vietnamese sources, although its
own losses are remembered by virtually every family on both
sides. As a result, Burden's monument is intrinsically dif
ferent from Maya Lin's.
In order to register the 3,000,000 casualties he was obliged
to take a basic catalogue of nearly 4,000 Vietnamese names
as verbal integers and permutate them. A degree of abstrac
tion necessarily persists. Even so, the war that so many want
to consign to the past has never been more actual, with the
enormity of the bloodletting at last represented in toto.
Reckoning the gross facts of history in terms of the fate of

I had no habits, I didn't know anyone. I had no place
to go, so I just decided to follow people — anybody. I
became attached to these people, so I took a camera and
made notes."
At loose ends and with nothing but her affective com
pass to guide her, Calle became a geographer of displace
ment and an anthropologist of intimacy achieved or failed.
Between April 1 and April 9 of 1979 she invited twenty-four
people to sleep in her bed, one at a time, in rotation, ques
tioning each in a neutral manner and photographing each at
intervals during their rest.
Sleepers,
also known as Bedor Big Sleep,consists of select

individuals, Burden's TheOther VietnamMemorialthus partial
ly retrieves the Vietnamese dead from statistical purgatory

ed photos interspersed with brief transcripts of these con
versations. In New York during 1980,she picked people up

and so from a double disappearance: the 3,000,000 it sym
bolically lists are the displaced persons of the American
conscience.

outside of The Clocktower and Fashion Moda — two alter
native art spaces, the first in Manhattan, the second in the

SOPHIE

CALLE

Bronx— and asked them to lead her to someplace that was
important to them. On arrival she took their pictures and
wrote down the explanations for their choices. In Venice
the next year, she hired herself out as a chambermaid for a

Absence and fleeting presence obsess Sophie Calle as well,
but for her they are mundane, rather than epochal, contin

month, recording her activity as she made composite por

gencies. Like Piper, she is interested in the point at which
awareness of others is reciprocated, then becomes self-recog

shots of the things she found in their drawers and luggage.
A spy in the house of banal love— in this menial capacity

nition. Like Kabakov she collects souls, though as often as
not they are soon lost once more. In other respects, though,

she later rode the less-than-romantic T rans-Siberian Express

her images and narratives have an almost forensic quality,

traits of the occupants of the rooms she cleaned from snap

Calle not surprisingly walked in on a couple having sex—

recalling the existential mystery stories of Marguerite Duras,

to Vladivostock and recorded the awkward understanding
she established with a sixty-year-old Soviet man who shared

Natalie Sarraute, or Alain Robbe-Grillet. For Calle, as for
these veteran practitioners of the French "new novel," the

the compartment (Anatoli[1984]). In Paris again, she came
upon a man's address book lying on the sidewalk. Intrigued

smallest of details are closely examined, since none is so

by her find and anxious to know more about its owner, M.

ephemeral that it may be discounted as an essential clue to
the identity of an elusive author.

Pierre D., she tracked down all those listed and interviewed

Calle's scrutiny can be direct and interrogatory, or it can
be surreptitious and voyeuristic. In either case, the focus of
her attention shifts constantly between objective inquiry and
subjective musings, just as she may at any point shift roles
from that of the watcher to that of the person being watched.

them about the man, publishing the results in the Paris daily
Liberation,from August 2, 1983,until September 4 of that
year. For TheBlind (1986), she asked twenty-three sightless
people what their idea of beauty was and then juxtaposed
photographs of their faces to photographs she felt were
emblematic of their answers.

The artist's conceptual, as well as literal, point of departure
was simple enough. Returning to Paris in 1979 after seven

as well. Introducing herself physically and psychologically

years away from her home ground, Calle experienced a

into unknown situations, she reconstitutes the character and

physical disorientation that triggered an even more profound
sense of psychic alienation. "When I came back, I felt

during her alternatively considerate and prying inquiries. On

lost in my own city. I had forgotten everything about Paris.

occasion, Calle has relinquished the role of the observer and

An intrepid spectator, Calle is an emotional speculator

feelingsof others from scattered insights and materials gleaned

23. "Surveillance on the Seine," by Andrea Codrington, "View," TheJournalofArt, November 1990,p. 26.

placed herself under observation. This change from active
subject to passive object repolarizes the erotic charge that is
a more or less obvious but consistent part of her behaviorist poetics. For Suite Venitienne(1980—91),she dressed in a
blond wig, dark glasses, and raincoat and in that film-noir
disguisepursued a man with whom she was casuallyacquaint
ed from Paris to Venice and back to Paris. For La Filature
(1981),or Shadow,she had herself followed by a private eye

quiz, Calle's project prompts some subtly disconcerting
thoughts regarding the separateness of cultural and indi
vidual memory. The substance and range of reactions Calle
documented should, at very least, give pause to those who
declare themselves to be sure of the import of such canon
ical pictures. Objective standards of aesthetic value are pow
erless to deflect the subjective impulses that abbreviate and
transform images according to need or vantage point.

throughout the course of one day.
Being shadowed and being a shadow are two halves of
the same transitory reality. Everything, this role-switching

Recollections of some participants read like the answers to
a Rorschach test; given the subject matter of some of the

gameseems to argue, depends on a stolen or studying glance.

this is altogether appropriate. In other instances, the state

However brief or artfully contrived, encounters between
herselfand strangers,and encounters with herself via strangers,

ments seemed less focused on the art than on its
extra-aesthetic associations. More than the idiosyncrasies of

are testimonyto her passage through space and time. Existence
is verified by surveillance, and mnemonically preserved.

the responses, though, and more than the prismatic facsim

paintings — Magritte's TheMenacedAssassin,for example—

Having once caught our attention, moreover, something out

ile of the absent image, what one takes away from these frag
ile inscriptions and cursory drawings is a sense of the mutually

of sight or out of hearing is never finally out of mind. The
most casual of contacts leaves its imprint, and endures in that

affirming but unstable relation between the beholder and
the thing beheld. Eventually, the paintings will return to

imprint. This rule covers all things onto which or into which

their allotted spaces and the texts will be erased and the

the individual imagination projects itself — including art.
Enlarging for this exhibition upon a single experiment

sketches removed. In the meantime, the ghosts on the wall

made in Paris several years ago, Calle asked a cross-section
of museum staff members what they recalled of several paint
ings that had been removed from their usual locations in the
galleries. All of these painting were classics of their kind.
One, Edward Hopper's House by theRailroad,was the first

are not so much those of the artists' handiwork as the specters
of anonymous passers-by who lingered for a while in the
White Cube, then moved on.
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work ever acquired for the permanent collection. The per

For over fifty years Louise Bourgeois has been giving shape

sonnel interviewed were selected to represent all levels of
involvement with the paintings: curators, preparators, reg

to memory. Her childhood is the source of much of her

istrars, framers, conservators, and others who handled or

lic time for the artist, nor was her family a model one. But
neither were the tense relations among its members wholly

otherwise had direct contact with the work. Also involved
were guards and maintenance workers who frequented the

imagery and all of her motivation. That was hardly an idyl

outside the norm. All things considered, the divided loyal

gallerieson a daily basis. Everyone was posed the same ques

ties, hurts, resentments, and the frustrated quest for exclu

tions, and everyone, whether studio-trained or untrained,

sive love Bourgeois recalls were typical of those inherent in

was requested to complement their oral description by mak
ing simple sketches of what they remembered. From these

the classic Oedipal dynamic of mother, father, and child.
What is extraordinary is the severity of the psychic wounds

fragments a composite visual and verbal image of the miss
ing work was arrived at and then laid out in its exact dimen

Bourgeois endured and the consuming passion she has devot

sions on the wall normally reserved for the "real" thing. Calle
callsthe substitutes that make up her installation Ghosts,after

ed to re-creating her past— not that doing so has resulted
in happier endings for her stories. The reverse is almost
always the case. Compulsively diagramming the permuta

the French expression for the labels used to tell museum vis

tions of the primordial family triangle, Bourgeois has invent

itors where a painting no longer on view has gone.

ed multiple surrogates for each of its disaffected protagonists

Neither a sociological survey nor an art historical pop

and played all the parts in rotation. Working out needy

3°

ambivalence and furious anxiety toward the characters in
this drama, Bourgeois has invested her changeling persona
in effigies of an alternately implosive and explosive individ
uality and used it to symbolicallyconfront icons of intractable
otherness.
Bourgeois, still full of surprises, remains a thoroughly
contemporary artist. The singularity of her work derives as
much from its formal and material variety as it does from
any particular innovation or image. Over the course of her
career she has painted, drawn, made collages and assem

of bulbous shapes, repeats the iconography of the previous
piece. At its unveiling, Bourgeois organized what she called
"A Banquet/ A Fashion Show of Body Parts," for which per
formers donned latex sheaths sprouting similarly obscene
lumps and bumps. Leveling her implacable feminine gaze
on patriarchal and scholarly authority, Bourgeois gleefully
enlisted a number of famous art historians into this festively
androgynous masquerade.
The mood of recent installations

has been more

blages, modeled in clay and plaster, carved in wood and

introverted.

marble, and experimented with latex and resins, often aban
doning a process for years, only to return to it later with
renewed enthusiasm and greater demands. Installation has

Confrontation,the hinged panels of ArticulatedLair (1986)
frame an arenalike space, but the enclosure is reserved for
a solitary occupant, with escape doors at either end in case

been among her aesthetic preoccupations from the very
beginning. Consisting of dozens of abstract "personages,"

of intruders. The environmental works in various states of
completion now spread around her Brooklyn studio make

Bourgeois'sfirst two solo exhibitions at the Peridot Gallery, in

use of a house-of-cards, or accordion, construction similar

1949 and 1950, were both conceived of as environments.
These vertical elements were paired, grouped, or spread out
in loose proximity to one another. The arrangement appeared

to that of Articulated
Lair. Encircled by cast-off doors of every
description, these cells contain meager and mysterious

almost nonchalant, making their combined psychological

inhabitant is represented by secret amulets and soiled ameni
ties. Eavesdropping through broken window panes or the

effect all the more startling. Meeting the artist's freestand
ing figures on an equal but unsure footing — the sculptures
were planted in the floor without bases— members of the

Like the contiguous wooden modules in

furnishings. In each, as in Kabakov's rooms, the phantom

cracks between the doors, the viewer may steal glimpses of

public found themselves mingling with anthropomorphic

these hermetic accumulations of detritus, and puzzle over
the obsessive personalities they evoke.

shapes that leaned toward and away from neighboring pieces
like guests at an interminable and enigmatic gathering. The

Bourgeois's bulky and aggressivepiece for this exhibition
contrasts markedly with the delicacy of such fetishized spaces.

presence of these listing, clustered forms made viewers

Age has certainly not mellowed her contradictory nature;

acutely conscious of their own physical and emotional dis
position, that is, their relative equilibrium, sensitivity to
touch, and isolation.

instead it has made her more ambitious and more experi
mental in its expression. Quick to see the possibilities in

After this debut, Bourgeois continued to mount shows

scan the large horizons as well. In this case, inspiration came

in which the ensemble effect was crucial to the impact of
individual works, but it was only in the mid-1970s that she

when she spotted several huge steel lozenges sitting next to
the road. They were a few of the thousands of leak-prone

began to make full-scale installations. The first of these,
Destruction of the Father (1974), is a low cavern bathed in

gasoline storage tanks currently being excavated on orders

reddish light. Its ceiling is covered by ranks of breasts or

the artist has said, is a process of recuperation and restora
tion, a means of reestablishing order among exiled things

phallic mounds, as is the floor, which is also littered with
casts of animal haunches. Although one may well recoil from
its biomorphic swellings and scattered butcher's scraps, the

24

boxes, the central table of Confrontation(1978), with its rows

found objects on an intimate scale, her keen, pack-rat eyes

from the Environmental Protection Agency. Assemblage,

that have lost their normal function. In this regard she and
Hammons are at one. The satisfactions of the hunt, Bourgeois

womblike hollow nonetheless beckons. That simultaneous

explained, lie literally underfoot in a mesmerizing urban

attraction and repulsion is characteristic of Bourgeois's art,

chaos. "Now, for an artist, you well understand, this can be

as are mixed messages of other, less physical, kinds.

full of fantastic objects and you look at them and that is the

Surrounded in an ellipse by upright screens and low, cutoff

beginning of the assemblage. It is a rescue mission."

24. "Meanings, Materials and Milieu," by Robert Storr, Parkett,No. 9, 1986,p. 85.

Disowned by the industrial system that had created them,
these rough, voluminous tanks represented a unique oppor
tunity to turn obsolete technology to poetic uses. The artist
promptly struck a deal to have several hauled away to her
studio in Staten Island, where she could attend to them at

flesh and steel, instinct and mechanics, domestic architec
ture and body cavities, Bourgeois has invented an infernal
self-impregnating and self-delivering machine for a Heavy
Metal age. It is not, however, an erotic device, and certain
ly not a bachelor machine on the Duchampian plan. Bourgeois

her leisure.
The first step of Bourgeois's creative procedure typical

is a woman, not a man, and the imagined occupant of this
two-celled structure is a presexual child baffled by the antithe

ly involves choosing, or in the case of assemblage, taking

sis of adult masculinity and femininity and threatened

possessionof, her materials. The second step is to recognize
a content latent in the particular form. Simplicity is the

by the repeated, exclusionary, physical union of its mother
and father. For such fearful offspring, return to the protec

essenceof both, but the resulting images are invariably poly
valent and complex. In this instance, Bourgeois associated

tion of the maternal body is the ultimate wish. Twosome

the extended cylindrical form of the tanks with the low-lying
Easton, Connecticut, house in which she, her husband, and
her sons lived on and off during World War II and for a
period thereafter. The row of windows and side entrance
she cut into the tanks are characteristic of that family retreat.
Episodes of intimate alienation are as much a part of that
memory, however, as they are of memories of her growing

invites such fantasies, but taking refuge in either capsule is
equivalent to climbing into bed with monstrously copulating
parents. Grotesque and, to that extent, darkly humorous,
Bourgeois's hollow contraption nevertheless echoes with a
terrible loneliness.

BRUCE

NAUMAN

up in her parents' household outside Paris.
The key to the formal logic and metaphoric significance

Bruce Nauman leaves us nothing but room for doubt. And

of Twosome
lies in a studio piece done in the mid-1980s.Made

framed structures, composed phrases, juxtaposed images,
and compounded contradictions that put the viewer on the

of lengths of ordinary pipe of decreasing diameters insert
ed into one another, this so-called Nestsymbolizes the basic
self-containment of each part of this neatly telescoped com
posite. It is a model of closeness and a demonstration of
insularity: every section touches another at a single point,
and all but the centermost surround one or more compo

so, room for thought. Over the past twenty years he has

spot in ways that make one uneasily aware that the "spot"
itself is shifting ground. Nauman's rhetorical questions have
no ready answers; at least, the artist refuses to provide any.
His environments, though often emphatically symmetrical,
have no centers, none, that is, that one can occupy without

nents, yet each remains essentially hollow and the whole

feeling out of place or no place at all. Paradigmatic of all

does not fuse. Enormously enlarged and reduced to its basic
relation, Twosome
is otherwise much the same in its structure

that followed, Nauman's first installation, done in 1972,

and import.

resounded with a blunt demand: "Get out of my mind, get
out of this room." The implication is plain— in his art, phys

There are differences between these two pieces, though,
and those differences further exacerbate the work's implic

ical space and mental space are synonymous. The paradox
posed is equally plain, for by shaping the former he offers

it psychological tensions. The programmed interaction of
its two unequal halves elicits imaginative physical interac

access to the latter. Art-loving members of the public ask

tion with the viewer. Like the soft, biomorphic Destructionof
theFather,the hard kinetic void of Twosome
entices and wards

at their own risk, since that love may not be reciprocated,
while the other passions they discover may prove intolera

off the bystander. Big enough for someone to crouch inside

bly intense. Artistic hospitality, the voice insists, can be

but difficult to enter, this chambered lair is at once a place

revoked at any time or may discomfit all concerned. "Pay

to hide and— should the inner tank retract definitively into
the outer one a— trap. Meanwhile, the automatic insertion

attention, motherfuckers" — printed backwards— reads the
text of a lithograph made a year after the 1972 installation.

and withdrawal of the small cylinder into the larger cylin
der has obvious and ominous sexual connotations. Conflating

If one gets Nauman's meaning, one gets it coming and going.

ing to be let into his imagination thus find that they enter

Generally speaking— and literally speaking in the case of
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Anthro/Socio,his piece for this exhibition — Nauman's art is

ClownTorture(1987). Another tape showed a harlequinesque

a projection of frustration and ambivalence and the more
or less overt hostility they provoke. Once asked about his

acrobat painfully contorting herself on a chair in response
to curt off-camera commands. Elsewhere in the room wax

affinity for Duchamp and Pop, Nauman explained that he

heads hang on wires, and video images of the same head

was interested in work "where you used public means of com
munication for private purposes." This said, the private
motives and experience that lay behind his variform output

receiving the occasional whack of a board are projected on
rudimentary canvas screens. Called ShadowPuppetsandInstructed

are impossible to adduce from the fragmentary evidence it
provides. In Nauman's work, as in that of Jasper Johns, whose

ing syntheses of Beckett, Bozo, and sadistic Guignol.
Nauman often reprises texts, situations, or characters this

sensibility parallels but also differs from his, personal factors

way, sometimes employing a single medium, sometimes alter

are so elusively encoded that attempts to pin them down
condemn one to misunderstanding. The author is unknow

nating media. Meaning thereby accrues to a given idea or
image by repetition and variation. Apparently indifferent to

able, as are the psychological or intellectual causes of the anx

the issue of developing a signature style— Nauman has none

ieties and conflicts of perception he names. It is the naming
of them and the constant state of being anxious that matter.

or many, depending on how one looks at the many formats

Mime(1990), this piece and others like it are droll and unnerv

Expressive in the highest degree, and of many things—

he has resorted to and his unique way of handling each—
the artist is intent instead upon developing his thought wher

sexual tensions, global violence, moral uncertainty, and skep
ticism about the metaphysical claims of art— Nauman's art

ever it takes him. The video installation created for this show
exemplifies that process and its perplexing rewards. The

is never expressionist, that is, never merely declarative, despite

script is based on an earlier text-drawing that said, "Feed

its sometimes categorical use of language. Virtually every

Me/Eat Me, Help Me/Hurt

term or proposition appears in the context of its antithesis.

ture and abuse, consuming need and being consumed recalls

Whether carved in stone in one version or emblazoned in
neon in another, the seven cardinal virtues are, for example,

the ambiguities embodied in Bourgeois'sself-devouring mech
anism. Consistent with his present preoccupation with learned

superinscribed with the seven cardinal vices in a manner that

dependency, Nauman puts the issue in even harsher and more

leaves open the question of whether they have been pitted

masochistic terms. Any plea for help is an admission of help

against each other or offered as a deadlocked and self-can
celing unity. Far from being dandified in the Duchampian

lessness, these doubled imperatives imply, just as any admis

Me." The equation of nur

art,

sion of powerlessness in turn grants power to others.
When he adds the word "anthropology" to the first phrase

Nauman's irony forbids one both easy choices and easy

and "sociology" to the second, Nauman introduces an explic

escape from choices.
Nauman's tone and mode of address change constantly,

itly social dimension to what might otherwise be a strictly

moreover. Conceptual severity and disturbing content are
often presented in a comic guise. Punning has long been his

nication for private purposes," in this instance Nauman has
reversed his strategy in order to root a public discourse in

practice, but recent videos have taken off-topic jokiness to

the private realm. The sciences of human conduct, sociolo

new extremes, a jokiness all the more disturbing for under
tones of peril. One featured a clown standing in an empty

gy and anthropology, purport to give us exact knowledge of

room holding a fishbowl with a live fish to the ceiling with
a pole. Were he to move, the bowl would come crashing

ing our lot. Behavioral conditioning and systems of control
and constraint belie such a benign expectation. Tainted by

down on his head. Thus stranded, he stared at the viewer,

hubris inside the academy, outside it, social engineering is

plaintively asking for help that the viewer, of course, could

prone to totalitarianism. Voiced in at once plaintive and

not give. Making matters worse— and more absurd — sev

stentorian tones, Nauman's text articulates an old and basic

eral of the TVs on which he appeared were turned sideways
and upside down so that the "gravity" of his predicament

fear that the rational powers we appeal to for help will turn

was reversed in a visual play on words. The piece is titled

retort to those who crib from such disciplines with the vain

manner or glib as in that of much post-modernist

intimate plea. Rather than "using public means of commu

ourselves and so, presumably, reasonable guidance in improv

on and destroy us. (His subtext might be construed as a

25. BruceNauman:Neons,Brenda Richardson, Baltimore Museum of Art, 1982,p. 20.

ambition of logically resolving art's paradoxes.) Leery of the
social sciences' present sophistications, Nauman's emerging
view of the human condition — his recent neon friezes of
sexual subjugation and general mayhem are further confirma
tion — is less skeptically post-modern than classically
Hobbesian. "No society," Hobbes wrote of the state
of nature, "and which is worst of all, continual fear and
danger of violent death; and the life of man, solitary, poor,

flight— as Piper explained— but we can't. Or, cast adrift,
we may look for shelter in burrows— of which the museum
on occasion seems a capaciously chambered variant. Kabakov
reminds us, however, that dislocation is a sign of life. Many
of the hard truths and conflicting impulses we must con
tend with are familiar, yet their power to disturb is undi
minished. History does not repeat itself, but neither will it
go away; Burden in particular has shown that things that we

room of Anthro/Socio,the viewer is bombarded from every

thought were once and for all behind us now stare us in the
face. Bourgeois, Calle, Hammons, and Nauman meanwhile
express restlessness born of distinct and compelling causes

direction by calls for help emanating from multiple moni
tors and projectors. The solitary, unblinking head that intones

that are less exemplary of the historical moment than of an
acute, sometimes excruciating, alertness to the inconsisten

Nauman's words in plain chant becomes a chorus and his

cy and irresolution of everyday experience.
Such elusive states of being and such unforgiving con

nasty, brutish, and short."
Wandering into and around the empty, penumbrous

short command a canon. Thus surrounded, it is impossible
to stand still for long. In spite or because of the ambient
noise, one finds oneself whistling in the mental dark.
Long ago, Nauman credited Duchamp for having thought
to substitute objects for ideas. Expanding on that prece
dent, Nauman substitutes environments for ideas as
well. Regardless of the specific means, however, his intent
is to trigger unprepared responses. Conceptually rigorous,
Nauman is also emotionally exigent. Denied the possibility
of taking a firm position on or in his work, his audience is
forced to react. The intensity of that reaction invests the

tradictions are troubling; few artists these days have the
Wordsworthian good fortune of recalling emotion in tran
quility. So, too, looking at work of this kind means letting
go of a measure of our security; still fewer members of the
public can reflect on their experience at a comfortable dis
tance. It takes an act of will for viewers to venture from the
sidewalk into rooms that deliberately focus on some of the
pressures they thought they were briefly leaving behind, only
to plunge back into the tumult with a heightened sense of
uneasiness. It also takes imagination, as does putting one

that we pay attentionto how it feels to be torn between extremes

self in someone else's place to consider things from their
vantage. Some of these installations assume our capacity to

and on one's own.

do the latter, others invite us into circumstances that are less

provocation with meaning, fulfilling the artist's basic demand

AS DIFFERENT

AS

public and didactic than private and evocative— even though
the fact of our being there and in generally unknown com

these works are in design and appearance — and it bears

pany is itself social. None of these works are predicated on
our coming to final terms with the issues they raise; none

repeating that the artists who created them were chosen lor
their singularity, hence their dissimilarity — they are all in

put our doubts to rest by offering solutions. T o have done
so would be a failure of imagination on the artist's part, and

some way demanding. Each requires that the individual view
er physically and psychologically enter into a space conceived

to single-mindedly seek such a way out would be a compa
rable failure on the viewer's part. Yet having reset our

in the image of instability or mystery or aggravated ambi
guity. It is a lot to ask, since these are difficult times. But

compass in order to navigate these strange spaces, and
reground our lenses to adjust for their apparent distortions,

difficult times are the matrix of modernism. Although we

we may find that on returning to "reality" we actually move

have been promised a new order, major upheavals abroad

about with greater freedom and see with greater clarity.
Whatever the improvement on that score, like people exit

take place daily, while cracks in the facade of domestic peace
increase.All around us fault lines in the social terrain, matched

ing a theater, we will step back into the world, which for a

by fissures in our consciousness, grind and shift and sud

moment at least will open out to us as freshly detailed and

denly gape. Under these circumstances we may wish to take

sharply various.
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Geometry has no scale unless you give it scale. Y ou can see it as the size of the universe, or you can see
it

S

as the size of a crawling snail. You must
give geometry a size. This piece was invest

ed with the size of the family. It is scaled to the relations of the family and the house. | The opening
and the mechanics are very important,

because the small one can roll in and out without interference

and with great ease. They each have their place but they're completely isolated from each other. But
on the other hand, to be next to each other is better than to be lost in the outside.

| It relates to birth,

sex, excretion — taking in and pushing out. In and out covers all our functions. In and out is a key to
the piece. It's a meditation

on these words, a metaphor for being in and out of trouble, in and out of

fashion, in and out of line, in and out of synch, in and out of focus, in and out of bounds.
some is a closed world. Two people constitute

an environment.

| A two

One person alone is an object. An

object doesn't relate to anything unless you make it relate, it has a solitary and poor and pathetic qual
ity. As soon as you get concerned with the other person, it becomes an environment,
not only you, who are contained, but also the container.

| It is very important

which involves

to me that people be

able to go around the piece. Then they become part of the environment — although in some ways it is
not an environment but the relation of two cells. | Installation is really a form between sculpture and
theater, and this bothers me. What the visitor thinks and feels interests me. But I am not doing things
for people, I'm doing things for myself. This has to be understood.

I am not a teacher. I do not want

to preach or convince. All I want is the right to affirmation, which is very modest. Very modest.

| If

the viewer is trying to find out what I want to say, they cancel themselves out of the game. The per
son has to be free and in touch with their emotions, with their intellects. The point is to have a reac
tion when they see that thing. If they say, "Hey, this bothers me, suddenly I'm breathing faster," or
"I'm startled," this I do like. I don't want them to be interested in me, I want them to be interested in
what I did. If it bothers them, then I'm really successful. If it doesn't bother them, I feel I don't have
any communication.

It makes me feel lonely, if they don t react, from an interview
Oppositetop: The artist's home in Easton, Connecticut,

Oppositemiddle:Louise Bourgeois. Preparatory

sketch for twosome.

with robert

c. 1947
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Oppositebottom:Louise Bourgeois. Untitled (work for Dislocations). 1990. Steel gas tanks. Photo: Peter Bellamy

storr
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1991.

Right: Chris Burden. Preparatory sketch for the
other
Vietnam
Ink on paper, 11x 814". Photo: Erik Landesberg

1991.

memorial.

ARTIST'S

NOTES

I just thought somewhere there should be a memorial to the Vietnamese that were killed in the war.
So I wanted to make this book, sort of like Moses' tablet, that would be an official record of all these
three million names. I would suspect that we will be lucky if we get twenty-five percent of the names;
other ones would be nameless, basically faceless, bodies. They
weren't even written down. Little x's, as opposed to names.
There will be a lot more x's, and that says something

CH RI

right there.

| I don't think anyone has ever

S BURDEN

thought

about

Vietnamese

that there's such an imbalance. The piece is just a presentation

of fact. It's information

the

dead, or
in a slightly

altered form. I want the size of the sculpture, of the book, to reflect the enormity of this horror.

| The

work really talks about the U.S. and the idea that you could fix everything up with might. I also think
of this recent war and hearing things like "The stigma of Vietnam is now erased." I mean, no matter
how good you feel about this last war, I think this piece addresses our whole consciousness
country, which is basically "Carry a big stick and whomp 'em."

in this

| To me it's sort of a test. If the elite

audience that comes to The Museum of Modern Art gets angered by this and feels it's muckraking,
then imagine what a sort of Joe Average will feel about the "other" Vietnam memorial. So the audi
ence is definitely part of the work. It's really a litmus test: I'm curious to see how people will react.
| Just to bring the issue up is political, or I'm sure will seem that way. For me it's sort of problematic
because I like the grayer zones better, where good and evil are not so clear. But in this case I don't
think you can look at this list and see that there are three million names and not think, "Jesus Christ,
what did we do in Vietnam?"

| The basic point is that human beings have this huge capacity for

great good and great evil, and there's nothing inherently evil in anybody or inherently good. Hope
fully, people will be good, but information's

part of it, and the information's

out there. You have to

know some history, it helps you to know the right course to take. But if the evil is always suppressed
and hidden,

then it can keep growing

like a fungus,

from an interview

with

robert

storr
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Chris Burden. T h e other
Vietnam
memorial.
1991. Steel and etched copper, i3'8" h, 9'ii" d.
Collection Lannan Foundation, Los Angeles. Photos:Peter Moore
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TH E flying
kayak.
1982. Canvas kayak with wings and rudder, suspended six feet above the gallery floor; four industrial fans;
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Shown installed at Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York. The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Purchase. Photo: D.James Dee
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Giorgio de Chirico. the

enigma

railroad.

nude.c.
honfleur.
of

1925. Oil on canvas, 24 x 29". Given anonymously.

1919. Oil on canvas, Z&V2x 45%". Mrs. Simon Guggenheim

a day.

1886. Oil on canvas,

Photo: Kate Keller

Fund. Photo: SoichiSunami

x 32". Gift of Mrs. David M. Levy. Photo: SoichiSunami

1914. Oil on canvas, CPA" x 55". James Thrall Soby Bequest. Photo: Kate Keller

7A".

ARTIST'S

NOTES

They sometimes put a photo in place of a missing painting, or a piece of paper that says, "This is the
work of so and so and was lent to this museum from this date to that date." In French they call that a
fantome— a ghost; I don't know if they say that in English.

| What I did was to replace the painting

with the memories of people. Just anybody that is used to passing it. I'm not only interested in people
who have to look at the painting, like curators, but also in people who simply go because they follow
that same path, like when you take a road to go back to your house and you cross a street again and

so

again, because it s just there on your way. They can be somebody who cleans, the
guards.

| I never have an idea about the quality of their memory. I am not sur

prised by what they say. It might be the smallest little details that move me the most. There is no rule.

PHIE

CALLE

The interest lies in the traces people leave behind, in the details of life, when you don't know who they
are, but you know what kind of toothbrushes

they use, or how they leave their bed undone.
prompted

| What

me here is that I was in

front of that empty spot with two
nails in the wall. And that's all. I just
saw that hole in the wall and two
nails, and the little piece of paper
that was supposed to tell you what
was there — and it just came to me.
There is no other way to explain it.
It's just the emptiness that gave me
the idea. Or the shape. Sometimes
when a painting is removed there is a shape that stays there. That simply called the idea forth natural
ly. For me it's not natural to say why I do it and what I feel .
Rene Magritte. the

menaced

assassin.

1926.Oil on canvas, 59%" x 6\

FROM

AN

INTERVIEW

WITH

ROBERT

STORR

Kay Sage Tanguy Fund. Photo:RolfPeterson
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Sophie Calle. ghosts.
HOUSE

the

enigma

BY THE

of

CALLE

1991. Paint, silkscreen, and color laser prints. Dimensions

R A I L R O A D , 38 X 48";

A da Y, 7'8" x 6'n"; the

RECLINING

menaced

NUDE.3IX49";

of the installation

EVENING,

pieces:

H O N F L E U R , 31 X 38";

a s s a s s i N , 6'io" x 7*8". Collection

the artist. Photos: Peter Moore
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'op: autobiographical
photographs:

stories.
1988. Texts, black and white photographs with wooden frames, six gelatin-silver prints;
each approximately 39V2x 67"; enlarged text: 19% x 19%". Shown installed at the Auxiliary Gallery,
Fred Hoffman Gallery, Santa Monica, July 1989. Photo: Squiddsand Nunns

Bottom: anatoli.
1984. Stenciled graphite, 265 black and white and color photographs; edition #2/2; text: 54'A" x ii'8",
photographs: each, 7V2 x 9%". Shown installed at the Pat Hearn Gallery, New York. Photo: Tom Warren
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I think we're pretty much numb to the visual arts in New York City. But we still have to go out and
attempt it, even if you know you're failing. It's like watching basketball. There's no play that hasn't
been made. So in art I'm slightly impressed
vocabulary

once in a while, but mainly I'm trying to find a new

that I'm not used to, that frightens

me and brings richness to me and this great city.

| It's hard dealing with that white cube. I don't see the importance

of interacting

with it. T o me it's

like playing Carnegie Hall or Lincoln Center. I started off showing on paintboards

in Jewish recre

ation centers because they were the only ones in Los Angeles that gave shows to black artists. I ve
shown around swimming

pools, with art on easels, art on trees, in bars, in barbershops

and cafes.

I've done all that. The white walls are so difficult because everything is out of context. They don't
give me any information.

It's not the way my culture perceives the world. We would never build a

shape like that or rooms that way. To us that's for mad people, you get put in them in the hospital.

D A V ID

H AM M

There's no other place that I'd seen that kind of room until I came into the art world.

O N S

| I'm pre

pared, regardless. Y ou have to be prepared to burst in that ray of
light when it comes and do with it whatever. I have to meet the

challenge. It's a good feeling to try and outsmart
white space is not giving any information

myself. This challenge is incredible

because the

back. You have to bring everything to it. | Art is a way

to keep from getting damaged by the outside world, to keep the negative energy away. Otherwise
you absorb it, if you don't have a shield to let it bounce off of. Then you really go crazy.

| It s like

listening to Sun Ra's music. It's so beyond blackness, or whiteness. It's over and beyond the rain
bow.

| Cultural statements in art can damage free thought or no-thought,

I would

love to be free enough
Opposite:David Hammons.

Preparatory

to have no thoughts,
sketch for public

enemy.

which is the best thought.

from an interview

with robert

1991. Pencil on paper, 8Vz x 11". Photo: Erik Landesherg

storr

DAVID

HAMMONS

David Hammons. public
enemy.
1991. Photographs, sandbags, police barricades, prop weapons, confetti,
balloons, leaves, and paint; dimensions of the room; 14 x 37 x 43'. Collection the artist. Photos:Dawoud Bey
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New York
Just Pathetic, Rosamund
Gallery, Los Angeles

Felsen

Rewriting History, Kettles Y ard,
Cambridge, England
Black USA, Museum
Overholland, Amsterdam

1977

'9

Nap Tapestry: Wire and Wiry Hair,
Neighborhood Art Center,
Atlanta

Committed to Print, The Museum
of Modern Art, New York

delta
Shown installed at art

on

spirit
the

Awards in the Visual Arts 8, High
Museum of Art, Atlanta

h o u s E. 1983. Mixed mediums.
b e ac h , Battery Park, New York. Photo: Dawoud Bey

PREVIOUS

WORK

%

1988

1980

Art as a Verb, Maryland Institute
College of Art, Baltimore

Betty Parsons Gallery,
New York

1986

Franklin Furnace, New York

Higher Coals, Public Art Fund,
Cadman Plaza, New York

TimesSquare Show,New York
1972

1983

Art on the Beach,Battery Park,
New York
Messageto the Public, Spectacolor
Billboard, New York

Los Angeles County Museum
of Art
1970

La Jolla Museum of Art
Oakland Museum, California

1982

Higher Goals, public installation,
Harlem, New York

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Art in America (September 1990):
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Kimmelman, Michael. "Turning
the Familiar into the
Extraordinary." The New York
Times, 28 December 1990, C24.
Larson, Kay. "Dirt Rich."
New YorkMagazine, 14 January
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Reid, Calvin. "Chasing the Blue
Train." Art in America
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Hammons." Real Life Magazine
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Left: HIGHER GOALS. 1982.
Poles, basketball hoops, and bottle caps; poles, 40'. Shown installed in Brooklyn, New York, 1986. Photo: Dawoud Bey
Right: who's
ice is colder?
1990.
Flags, oil drums, and ice. Shown installed at the Jack Tilton Gallery, New York, 1990. Photo: Ellen Page Wilson
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ARTIST'S

NOTES

A rather ambitious attempt to establish the correlation between art and "mysticism"
the installation.

Long ago, in icons and the Gothic

serving a high, religious-mystical
sible. In modern

style, for example,

is embedded in

art was understood

as

origin, and the separation of the two appeared to be simply impos

times, the artistic work became autonomous.

himself, and finally his profession

The painting,

and then the artist

itself, became his personal affair. The connection

cism and art has become highly problematic.

In the art of the Late Renaissance,

between mysti

the former is still

preserved, both in the subject matter and in a particular "high" order or style. But subsequently,
the change in the subjects depicted,

it's as though mysticism disappears

altogether

from painting.

(I am speaking here not about individual artists, but about the general state of affairs.)
to the subject at hand. The subject of the installation

with

j But back

The Bridge is rather simple. In the room where

the viewer finds himself, an exhibit of paintings should have taken place, but as a result of the appear
ance of something mysterious — mystical — it cannot take place. The paintings, freeing up the space
for the purpose, wind up being squeezed to the walls by chairs, benches, and the table, turning into
common objects much like the furniture that obscures them. Art (the "paintings,"

of course, repre

sent "art") must move aside, to the edge, to the corners in the darkness, yielding to the mysterious,
"mystical"

center, which is brightly illuminated.

appears onstage, like the "installation"
question), giving everything a differ
ent angle. Installation,

by its very

nature, may unite — on equalterms,with
out recognition

That's

the story.

| But then a new genre of art

(if, of course, you can consider it to be art, and this is still a

I LY A K A

of supremacy — not only various forms of culture (paintings,
general anything

BAKOV

objects, texts), but in

at all, and most of all phe

nomena and concepts that are extraordinarily
far from one another. Here, politics may be com

bined with the kitchen, objects of everyday use with scientific research, garbage with sentimental effu
sions. . . . The installation as a genre is probably a way to give new correlations between old and familiar
things. By entering an installation, these correlations, these various phenomena, reveal their dependence,
their "separateness,"

but they may reveal as well their profound

connection

with each other, which

was perhaps lost long ago, which they at some time had, and which they always needed. And particular
ly important

is the restoration

of that whole that had fallen into its parts, and that I spoke of at the

beginning of this note, excerpt from the artist's

Oppositetop: Ilya Kabakov. Preparatory

sketch for the

Oppositebottom:Ilya Kabakov. Preparatory

bridge.

sketch for the

note, "the concept behind the installation

the bridge"

1991. Marker and color wash on paper, 11% x 15V2".Photo: Erik Landesherg
bridge.

1991. Marker on paper, u

x 16V2".Photo: Erik Landesherg

I L Y A KABAKOV/INSTALLATION

PROCESS

Ilya Kabakov. the bridge. 1991.Wood, furniture, found and made objects, fabric, light fixtures, light bulbs, and paintings;
dimensions of the room: 13x 53x 36'. Courtesy of Ilya Kabakov; Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York;
Dina Vierny, Paris; Private collection, Bern. Photos:DawoudBey

I L Y A KABAKOV

1989
The Green Show, Exit Art, New
Y ork (traveling exhibition)
The Beautiful '6o's in Moscow,The
Genia Schreiber University
Art Gallery, Tel Aviv University
Magiciensde la Terre,
Musee National d'Art
Moderne, Centre Georges
Pompidou, Paris
1988
Bonn Kunstverein
Ich Lebe,Ich Sehe:Kiinstler der
AchtzigerJahre in Moskau,
Kunstmuseum, Bern
VeniceBiennale
BORN

Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine, 1933
Lives in Moscow
SELECTED
SOLO
EXHIBITIONS
1990

1988
to Characters, Ronald Feldman
Fine Arts, New York (traveling
exhibition). Traveled as
The UntalentedArtist and Other
Characters to ICA, London

SevenExhibitions of a Painting,
Kasseler Kunstverein, Kassel
The Rope of Life & Other
Installations, Fred Hoffman
Gallery, Santa Monica
He Lost His Mind, Undressed,Ran
Away Naked, Ronald Feldman
Fine Arts, New York
1989
Que sont cespetits hommes?
Galerie de France, Paris
(traveling exhibition).
Traveled as WhoAre TheseLittle
Men? to the Institute of
Contemporary Art,

Gegenwartskunstaus der Sowjetunion:
Ilya Kabakov und Iwan Tschuikow,
Museum fur Gegenwartskunst,
Basel

Philadelphia
Exhibition of a Book
(AusstellungEines Buches),
Daadgalerie, Berlin
White Covers Everythingbut Itself,
De Appel, Amsterdam
Communal Apartment,
Kunsthalle, Zurich

1985
Kabakov:Paintings and Drawings,
Dina Vierny Gallery, Paris

SydneyBiennale 1990

The Square's Fourth Dimension,
Mart Gallery, Rockenberg
1978
Russian NonconformistPainting,
Saarland Museum, Saarbrucken
New SovietArt, Palazzo Reale,
Turin
'977
New Art from the Soviet Union,
The Herbert F. Johnson
Museum of Art, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New Y ork

'975
The Russian ( Glezer Collection),
Artists' Union, Vienna

99'
SovietArt Around 1990,
Kunsthalle, Dtisseldorf
(traveling exhibition)

Adaptation & Negation of Socialist
Realism, Aldrich Museum of
Contemporary Art, Ridgefield,
Connecticut

1979
Twenty Yearsof IndependentArt
from the Soviet Union, Bochum
Museum

1976
ContemporaryRussian Painting,
Palace of Congress, Paris

SELECTED
GROUP
EXHIBITIONS

BetweenSpring and SummerSovietConceptualArt in theEra of
Late Communism, Tacoma Art
Museum (traveling exhibition)

Russian New Wave,
Contemporary Russian Art
Center of America, New York

New SovietArt, An Unofficial
Perspective,Venice Biennale

Am Rande (Along the Margins),
Kunsthalle, Bern

1990
In the U.S.S.R. and Beyond,
Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam

Twenty-Five Years of Soviet
UnofficialArt 1956-/961, C.A.S.E.
Museum of Soviet Unofficial
Art, Jersey City

1987

BeforeSupper,Kunstverein, Graz

Four Cities Project, Orchard
Gallery, Derry, Ireland,

1981

1986
Kunstverein, Diisseldorf
Centre National des Arts
Plastiques, Paris
Exhibit of Paintings, 28 Malaja
Gruzinskaja, Moscow
Photographs and Paintings,
Center for Technical Aesthetics,
Moscow
One-Evening Exhibition
at the Soviet Artists' Union,
Artists' Club, Kuznetskij Most,
Moscow

'974
ProgressiveTendenciesin Moscow
(19j 7-/970), Bochum Museum
'973
Russian Avant-garde: Moscow— 73,
Dina Vierny Gallery, Paris
1970

Today's Russian Avant-garde in
Moscow,Gmurzynska Gallery,
Cologne
New Tendenciesin Moscow,
Fine Arts Museum, Lugano
1969
Moscow'sNew School,Interior
Gallery, Frankfurt-am-Main

Artists' Club, Zholtovskij
Street, Moscow

Left: HE LOST HIS MIND, UNDRESSED,
RAN AWAY N A K E D . Installation I, M Y MOTHER'S
LIFE 11. 1990.
Seventy framed pages of black and white photographs with texts, mounted on decorative paper, each 31 x 23" (framed).
Shown installed at Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York, January 6-February 3, 1990. Photo: D.James Dee
Right: he

lost
his mind,
undressed,
ran
away
naked.
Installation in. 1983—90.Five Socialist Realist murals
(acrylic on paper) and eight enamel paintings on masonite. Shown installed at Ronald Feldman Fine Arts,
New York, January 6—February 3, 1990. Photo: D.James Dee

PREVIOUS

WORK
Ilya Kabakov: Ten Characters,
Exhibition catalogue (London:
ICA, in association with Ronald
Feldman Fine Arts, Inc., New
York, 1989).
Jolles, Claudia, and Viktor
Misiano. "Eric Bulatov and Ilya
Kabakov." Flash Art
(November— December 1987):
81-83.
Kabakov, Ilya. "La Pelle."
Les Cahiers du Musee national d'art
moderne,Centre Georges
Pompidou, Paris #26 (Winter
1988): 92—110.
Kabakov, Ilya. "Discussion of
the Three Layers." A-Ja (1984):
30-31.
Kabakov, Ilya. "The Kitchen
Series." A-Ja (1984): 26—27.
Kimmelman, Michael.
Artist as a Storyteller
Always-Pretty Tales."
York Times, 19 January

"Soviet
of NotThe New
1990, C26.

Kuzminsky, Konstantin K. Art of
Russia and the West, no. 1 (March
1989): 80—91.
Lloyd, Jill. "An Interview with
Ilya Kabakov: The 'Untalented
Artist' — A Schizophrenic Way
of Life." Art International
(Autumn 1989): 70-73.
Morgan, Stuart. "Kabakov's
Albums." Artscribe(May 1989):
57-59-

1968
Exhibition with E. Bulatov,
The Blue Bird Cafe, Moscow
67

'n"

!9
YoungMoscowArtists, The Renzo
Botti Art Group, Cremona
1966
Exhibition of Sixteen MoscowArtists,
Sopot-Poznan, Poland
1965
ContemporaryAlternatives/2,
Castello Spagnolo, L'Aquila,
Italy

THE MAN WHO FLEW INTO

SELECTED
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Gambrell, Jamey. "Perestroika
Shock." Art in America (February

Cary, Katrina F.C. "Ilya
Kabakov: Profile of a Soviet
Unofficial Artist." Art & Auction
(February 1987): 86—87.

1989): 124-34, 179-

Cembalest, Robin. "The Man
Who Flew Into Space." Artnews
(May 1990): 176—81.

Groys, Boris. "Ilya Kabakov."
A-Ja (1980): 17-23.
. "The Zero Solution."
Manuscript, 1982.

Salisbury, Stephan. "Painting a
New Day in Soviet Art."
The PhiladelphiaInquirer,
29 December 1989, di, d6.
Tupitsyn, Margarita. "Ilya
Kabakov." Flash Art (FebruaryMarch, 1986): 67—69.
Tupitsyn, Victor. "Ilya
Kabakov." Flash Art
(March/ April 1990): 147.

Huttel, M. "The Mathematical
Gorsky." Manuscript, 1982.
Heartney, Eleanor. "Nowhere
to Fly." Art in America (March
1990): 176-77-

SPACE FROM HIS AP AR T M E N T . 1981-88. From I O C H A R AC T E R S . 1988. Six poster panels With

collage, furniture, clothing, catapult, household objects, wooden plank, scroll-type painting, two pages of Soviet paper, diorama; dimensions
of the room: 8' x 7
x 12V. Shown installed at Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York, April 30-June 11, 1988. Photo: D.James Dee
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Left:Juliet Myers. Videotape

still of singer Rinde Eckert, for Bruce Nauman,

Top right: Bruce Nauman. Preparatory
Bottom right: Bruce Nauman.

sketch for anthro/socio.
Lyrics to anthro/socio.

anthro

/ socio.

'
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1991. Photo:Juliet Myers

1991. Pencil on paper, 18% x 2.1V2".Photo: Erik Landesberg
1991. Pen on paper, 13 x 8Id". Photo: Erik Landesberg

ARTIST'S

NOTES

I think I'm interested in a certain amount of disorientation, not in controlling the movement of
viewers. | It's a pretty aggressive piece, and the aggression comes from these three different places
and keeps shifting, which makes it hard to focus. It's not easy to decide where to put your attention;
seeing things out of the corner of your eye; knowing something is going on behind you. I like those
ideas. I like the size of the room, it gives me a chance to make some big images without having
them crowd each other.

| The equipment begins to break up the space a little bit. There s stuff

projected which you can walk around or walk through, and because I have different sets of imagery
I can move around — things will come at you from different places, at different times. | It must
come out of the core of why I do anything. There never seems to be an answer, and that's what keeps
me interested. I don't think you can pick any one piece and figure out what the motivation was.
Maybe when you look at a lot of work you have a stronger feeling for what makes it work. In a sense,
maybe, it's all different ways of investigating . . . frustration. | There s no way to avoid connections,
but the most interesting ones to me are the ones where there appear to be connections from a long
time ago. It's clear that there was work that I didn't totally understand when I made it and that
has implications that are suddenly useful to me again. These things are sort of circular, because of
what you didn't know before. It occurs in this piece. I was working with FEED MI, an image that
I'd worked with a couple of years ago. Although that had a very powerful emotional root at the time,
it has another at this time. It still has resonance. | With this project, the phrases I wanted to use
were "FEED ME, EAT ME" and "HELP ME, HURT

T"\

T~\

ME," but it didn't sound so good coming out of my mouth.

J

T

JL V.

The complexity of the information, of the material, demanded more clarity and precision than

e n a u ma n
so I used Rinde Eckert, who is a performance artist and a classically trained opera singer. It's
pretty intense. I ended up having him sing, "FEED ME/EAT
and "HELP ME/HURT

ME/SOCIOLOGY."

fro

M

AN

ME/ANTHROPOLOGh

INTERVIEW

WITH

ROBERT

STORR

67

BRUCE

NAUMAN/

INSTALLATION

PROCESS

Bruce Nauman. anthro/
socio. 1991.Video installation, disk players, monitors, projectors; dimensions of the room: 13x 59 x 52'
Courtesy of Leo Castelli, New York, and Sperone Westwater, New York. Photos:Dawoui Bey

BRUCE

70

BORN

Fort Wayne, Indiana, 1941
Lives in New Mexico
SELECTED
SOLO
EXHIBITIONS

1989
Castelli Graphics, New York
Lorence-Monk
New York

Gallery,

Donald Y oung Gallery, Chicago
Earl McGrath
Los Angeles

Gallery,

1988
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque (permanent
installation)
University of California,
San Diego
1986—88
Museum fur Gegenwartskunst,
Basel
Kunsthalle, Tubingen
Stadtisches Kunstmuseum,
Bonn
Museum Boymans—van
Beuningen, Rotterdam
Kunstraum,

Munich

Badischer Kunstverein,
Karlsruhe
Hamburger

Kunsthalle

The New Museum of
Contemporary Art, New York
Contemporary
Houston

Arts Museum,

The Museum of Contemporary
Art, Los Angeles
University Art Museum,
Berkeley
1986—87
Kunsthalle, Basel
ARC, Musee d'Art Moderne de
la Ville de Paris
Whitechapel
London

1976
Sonnabend

NAUMAN

Gallery, New York

Sperone Westwater
New York

Fischer,

'975
Leo Castelli, New York
•974
Wide White Space, Antwerp
'973
University of California, Irvine
Leo Castelli, New York
'972-73
Bruce Nauman: Worksfrom
1963—19-ji(traveling exhibition):
Los Angeles County Museum
of Art; Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York;
Kunsthalle, Bern; Stadtische
Kunstalle, Diisseldorf; Stedelijk
van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven;
Palazzo Reale, Turin;
Contemporary Arts Museum,
Houston; San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art
1971

Ileana Sonnabend,

Paris

Leo Castelli, New York

Leo Castelli Gallery, New York
Konrad Fischer, Diisseldorf
1966
Nicholas Wilder Gallery,
Los Angeles

SELECTED
GROUP
EXHIBITIONS

BIBLIOGRAPHY

I977
Documenta 6, Kassel

Butterfield, Jan. "Bruce
Nauman, the Center of
Y ourself." Arts Magazine
(February 1975): 53-55.

1976
RoomsP.S. I, Institute for Art
and Urban Resources, Long
Island City, New York

Nauman, Bruce. "Notes and
Projects." Arforum (December
1970): 44.

'975
Drawing Now, The Museum of
Modern Art, New York;
traveled to Kunsthalle, Zurich;
Stadtisches Kunsthalle, BadenBaden; Albertina Museum,
Vienna; Sonia Henie-Neils
Foundation, Oslo
1971
RoomsP.S. I, Institute for Art
and Urban Resources, Long
Island City, New York
1969
WhenAttitude BecomesForm,
Kunsthalle, Bern; traveled to
Museum Haus Lange, Krefeld;
Institute of Contemporary Art,
London
Anti-Illusion: Materials/ Procedures,
Whitney Museum of American
Art, New Y ork

Pincus-Witten, Robert. "Bruce
Nauman: Another Kind of
Reasoning." Arforum (February
i97i> 3°—37Schjeldahl, Peter. "Only
Connect," The VillageVoice,
20—26 January 1982, 72.
Sharp, Willoughby. "Nauman
Interview." Arts Magazine (March
1970): 22—27.

. "Bruce Nauman."
Avalanche(Winter 1971): 23—25.
Smith, Bob. "Interview with
Bruce Nauman." Journal (Spring
'982): 35-38.
Tucker, Marcia.
"PheN AUM AN ology, "
Arforum (December 1970):
38-44.

Art Gallery,

1982—83
The Baltimore Museum of Art

1968
9 at Do Castelli, Leo Castelli
Warehouse, New York
1966
EccentricAbstraction,
Fischbach Gallery, New York

Left: ROOM WITH

MY SOUL LEFT OUt/rOOM
THAT DOES NOT C A R E . 1984. Celotex, 34' X 48' X 3o'6".
Shown installed at Leo Castelli, New York, 1984. Photo: Dorothy Zeidman

Right, rats
and
bats
(learned
helplessness
in rats)
ii (view 2). 1988. Three "IV videotapes, six television monitors,
one projector, and one live camera. Shown installed at the Leo Castelli Gallery, New York, 1988. Photo: Dorothy Zeidman

PREVIOUS

WORK

carousel.
1988.Steel and cast aluminum, 17'9" in diameter.
Shown installed at Konrad Fischer, Diisseldorf, 1988.Collection Haags Gemeentemuseum. Photo:DorotheaFischer
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ARTIST'S

NOTES

I would like people to sit in the bleachers and think of where they are sitting as an amphitheater

of the

sort that one would sit in to watch Christians being devoured by the lions and also to watch football
games and other sports, but also to catch the reference that they are in some sense sitting on sculpture
of the late 1960s.

| Western culture is intrinsically a colonizing culture. That's what it means to com

mit oneself to the notion of this culture's universality. So Western culture is my culture. I have very
strong reservations about attempts to carve up the cultural and artistic terrain as if ethnic groups occu
pied discrete parts of it. I think it belongs to all of us. The underrated
all contribute

to it. It's not just a white male preserve.

part is the extent to which we

| My own training and sensibility as an artist

are very strongly influenced by Minimalist and conceptual principles. This piece is an attempt to bring
forward not only some aspects of my own formalist sensibilities that people keep on denying exist, but
also to integrate those with concerns of race and racial identity, stereotyping,

and so forth. Minimal

ist sculpture and ways of thinking aspired to the highest kind of universality and the most Platonic of
forms. At the same time, it represented an ideological stance, in that all ideational references are intend
ed to be absent. Those are the two sides of it I find very interesting, that Minimalism's

conception

of

universality is exclusive rather than inclusive. One of the obstacles to inclusive universality is thinking
about black people as nonpersons

or as inferior or subhuman or invisible or childish or dirty. Part of

the aspiration to inclusive universality, which I am totally enthusiastic
impediments

and the attempt

to transcend

about, is the naming of those

them. The naming of them is, of course, an extremely

unpleasant and painful matter for those who are maimed by those slurs and also for those who recog
nize those slurs as expressions of their own deep feelings. That's what it's all about, for me: the rela
tion between universal categories that really do apply universally and stereotypes that purport to apply
universally, but in fact represent exclusionary limitations of vision or perception or conceptualization.
| I find it discouraging when someone says of my work, "The message is obvious, she's against racism."
I think that expresses an unwillingness to pursue the implications of the issues and strategies I explore
in the work — it's like shutting down at square one. I try for ultimate clarity, with multiple reverbera
tions and multiple implications at the same time. I try for simplicity, not oversimplification.
I don't want to make any prescriptions

about what people should do. I just want to pene

trate the layers of illusion and self-deception
losing any of the mind-bending

complexity

as far as possible and do it cleanly without
of the issues

DRIAN

. FROM

AN

INTERVIEW

WITH

PIPER

Opposite:Adrian Piper. Preparatory

sketch for what

it's

like,

what

Pen on paper, 11x 8 'A". Photo: Erik iMttdesberg

it

is,

#3.1991.

ROBERT

A
STORR

ADRIAN

PIPER/INSTALLATION

PRO CESS

Adrian Piper, what it's like, what it is, # 3. 1991.Video installation, two audio tracks, fluorescent lighting, mirrors,
and stepped construction; dimensions of the room: 14 x 31x 31'.Adrian Piper/ Courtesy John Weber Gallery, New York. Photos:PeterMoore
Actor:John L. Moore III

ADRIAN

PIPER

SELECTED
GROUP
EXHIBITIONS

1

The Gender Show, Group Material,
New York

'99
Awards in the Visual Arts,
Hirshhorn Museum and
Sculpture Garden, Washington,
D.C. Will travel to The
Albuquerque Museum of Art,
History, and Science;
T oledo Museum of Art
1990

Art in Europe and America: The
1960s and 1990s, Wexner Center
for the Visual Arts, Ohio State
University, Columbus
BORN

New York City, 1948
Lives in Massachusetts

Cornered,John Weber Gallery,
New York

EDUCATION

98
69

School of Visual Arts,
New York: A.A. (Fine Arts)
Harvard University, Cambridge:

Ph.D. (Philosophy)
SELECTED
SOLO
EXHIBITIONS
1

I99

What It's Like, What It Is, #t,
Washington Project for the
Arts, Washington, D.C.
What It's Like, What It Is, #1,
Directions Gallery, Hirshhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden,
Washington, D.C.
Space,Time and Reference
1967—1970, John Weber Gallery,
New York
1990

ARTWORKS: Adrian Piper,
Williams College Museum of
Art, Williamstown

Merge,Messages to the Public,
Times Square, New York,
Public Art Fund
Adrian Piper, Matrix Gallery,
University Art Museum,
Berkeley

9
Making Their Mark: WomenMove
into the Mainstream 1990—83,
Cincinnati Art Museum
(traveling)

1987

1988

Adrian Piper: Reflections1967—1967
(retrospective), The Alternative
Museum, New York. Traveled
to Nexus Contemporary Art
Center, Atlanta; Goldie Paley
Gallery, Moore College of Art,
Philadelphia; University of
Colorado Art Gallery, Boulder;
Power Gallery, Toronto; The
Lowe Art Museum, The
University of Miami, Coral
Gables; Santa Monica Museum
of Contemporary Art;
Washington Project for the
Arts, Washington, D.C.

Committed to Print, The Museum
of Modern Art, New York
(traveling)
The Turning Point: Art and Politics
in 1968, Cleveland Center for
Contemporary Arts
Art as a Verb, Maryland Institute
of Art, Baltimore
MP

l | 1

A'*

Pretend, John Weber Gallery,
New Y ork
Why Guess?, Exit Art, New York

1971

Why Guess? University of Rhode
Island Art Gallery, Kingston

Out of the Corner, Film and Video
Gallery, Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York

One Man (sic), One Work, New
York Cultural Center, New
York

Kunst mit Eigen-Sinn, Museum
Moderner Kunst, Vienna
The Art of Memory/ The Loss of
History, The New Museum of
Contemporary Art, New York

9
Three Untitled Projects(postal),
o to 9 Press, New York

Left: vote/

1977

Paris Biennale, Musee d'Art
Moderne, Paris
'975
Bodyworks,Museum of
Contemporary Art, Chicago
1971

Paris Biennale, Musee d'Art
Moderne, Paris
1970

Information, The Museum of
Modern Art, New York
'9
LANGUAGE III, Dwan Gallery,
New York
ConceptArt, Stadtisches Museum,
Leverkusen
Plans and Projectsas Art,
Kunsthalle, Bern
SELECTED
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Berger, Maurice. "The Critique
of Pure Racism. An Interview
with Adrian Piper." Afterimage
(October 1990): 5—9.
Borger, Irene. "The Funk
Lessons of Adrian Piper."
Helicon Nine (1986): 150—53.
Brenson, Michael. "Adrian
Piper's Head-On Confrontation
of Racism." The New York Times,
26 October 1990, C36.

1980

Adrian Piper at Matrix 36,
Wadsworth Atheneum,
Hartford; in conjunction with
Adrian Piper, Real Artways,
Hartford

69

L'Art Conceptuel,Une Perspective,
Musee d'Art Moderne, Paris
(traveling)

Issue: Twenty SocialStrategiesby
WomenArtists, Institute of
Contemporary Arts, London

Farver, Jane. "Adrian Piper,"
Adrian Piper: Reflections1969—89.
Retrospective catalogue (New
Y ork: The Alternative Museum,
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